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1

Introduction

Earth System
Dynamics

Because the relative abundances of the stable isotopologues
of water – HDO, H2 18 O, and H2 O – are sensitive to phase
Geoscientific
changes that occur within air
masses, water isotopic ratios
have long been used as tracers
of the atmospheric water cyInstrumentation
cle (since pioneering worksMethods
in the 1950s;
andsee Dansgaard,
1964 for review). Although the primary motivation for isoData
topic studies in the past has
beenSystems
the interpretation of paleoclimatic measurements (Jouzel and Merlivat, 1984, and
references herewith), a second motivation is to obtain otherwise irretrievable information
about convective processes
Geoscientific
(Jouzel et al., 1975; Risi et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2009; KuModel Development
rita et al., 2011). Constraining convective processes has been
a major incentive for recent efforts to include water isotopologues in atmospheric general circulation models (AGCMs)
(Joussaume et al., 1984;Hydrology
Jouzel et al., 1987;
andSchmidt et al.,
2005; Bony et al., 2008). These modelling studies, along
System
with the recent availabilityEarth
of spaceborne
observations of the
isotopic composition of water vapour
(Moyer
Sciences et al., 1996;
Kuang et al., 2003; Nassar et al., 2007; Steinwagner et al.,
2007; Worden et al., 2011), have shown the potential of using
water isotopologues to test our understanding of large-scale
atmospheric processes (Risi et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2009). At
Ocean Science
smaller scales, in situ measurements and inclusion of water
isotopologues in cloud-resolving models may bring insight
into the deep convective transport of water to the tropical
tropopause layer (TTL) (Smith et al., 2006; Hanisco et al.,
2007; Blossey et al., 2010; Sayres et al., 2010).
In the tropics, convective clouds
Solidprovide
Earththe only mechanism for transporting vapour and condensates across isentropes in the free troposphere, and most air parcels, dried
Open Access
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Open Access
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Open Access
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hydrological cycle, but may also be useful for understanding processes within individual convective clouds. We review here the representation of processes that alter water
isotopic compositions during processing of air in convective updrafts and present a unified model for water vapour
isotopic evolution within undiluted deep convective cores,
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of mixed-phase zones where metastable liquid water and
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out within the convective cells, eventually sink back to the
surface owing to radiational heat loss once they reach beyond the confines of convective anvils (Folkins and Martin,
2005). Fast large-scale stirring also redistributes air parcels
towards the subtropics, moving upward in a quasi-isentropic
way (Pierrehumbert and Roca, 1998; Couhert et al., 2010)
and providing further dehydration (Galewsky et al., 2005).
While moisture is fixed by the last dehydration within or outside the clouds, the water isotopic signature depends on the
whole history of the air parcel since its last contact with the
boundary layer. The isotopic signature of free tropospheric
water vapour in the tropics and subtropics is therefore largely
determined by processes within convective clouds and by the
evaporation of condensates formed by convection (Wright
et al., 2009; Risi et al., 2012).
Our ability to model the convective transport of water isotopologues depends on how well we account for the relevant physical processes in convective clouds. In that regard,
some current assumptions about water isotopologues made
in AGCMs may need to be revisited. The need to reproduce
the observed isotopic content of precipitations over very cold
regions (Greenland, Antarctica) was the main incentive to include kinetic isotope effects (i.e. the fact that isotope fractionation is limited by diffusion of water vapour and heat) in
AGCMs (Jouzel and Merlivat, 1984; Ciais and Jouzel, 1994).
As clouds and precipitations are parametrised rather than explicitly represented in AGCMs, supersaturation over ice has
been commonly represented as a simple function of temperature with the dependence chosen to reproduce isotopic
signatures in polar regions (Jouzel et al., 1987; Hoffmann
et al., 1998). Temperatures as low as those over the poles are
also found at the top of convective towers, but the conditions
within vertically-rising convective air parcels are very different from those associated with transport of moisture from
evaporation to deposition zones at polar latitudes. Convective towers, unlike stratiform clouds, are characterised by a
high amount of condensed phase retained in the cloud and
supercooled droplets may persist to temperatures as low as
−40 ◦ C level. Supersaturation in convective clouds depends
on updraft velocity, on the size distribution of liquid and ice
particles, and on the retention of supercooled water. The distribution of stable isotopologues is therefore expected to be
sensitive to the representation of convective processes.
Much of the material discussed in this paper has already
been treated in the literature, and the basic physics of isotopologues is not new. Studies of isotopologues in the context of convection can be traced back to the pioneering works
of Jouzel et al. (1975) and Federer et al. (1982). Further contributions to the field include Gedzelman and Arnold (1994);
Moyer et al. (1996); Bony et al. (2008); Lee et al. (2009) and
Blossey et al. (2010). Our aim here is to provide a consistent picture of how isotopic distributions are linked to cloud
microphysics and thermodynamics, incorporating elements
that are spread across several studies. As stated above, we
will revisit some current assumptions on the representation
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 7903–7935, 2013
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of microphysics. In particular, we are interested in the effects related to saturation and glaciation on the distribution
of isotopologues within deep convective clouds, which may
open a way to retrieve quantitative information on these key
processes from isotopic observations. This work is motivated
by the recent surge of field and satellite measurements in the
upper troposphere (Sayres et al., 2009; Nassar et al., 2007;
Steinwagner et al., 2007; Randel et al., 2012) and by rising
interest in using isotopologues to diagnose cloud processes
and their impact on tropical variability. For example, water
isotopologues have recently been used to study the origin of
water and circulations around clouds in hurricanes (Fudeyasu
et al., 2008; Lawrence and Gedzelman, 1996, 2003) and the
Madden–Julian oscillation (Kurita et al., 2011; Berkelhammer et al., 2012). A consistent model can aid interpretation
of measurements and can be useful in helping to design measurement programs.
In this paper, we describe and discuss a minimal model
that predicts the isotopic composition of water vapour within
convective clouds. We restrict the model based on two assumptions. First, we omit any interaction between precipitating species and the environment they descend through, and
include only transformations between vapour, cloud water,
and cloud ice. This assumption does not invalidate treatment
of water vapour in updrafts, since precipitating condensates
tend to be collected in convective-scale downdrafts that are
spatially distinct from updrafts (see, e.g. LeMone and Zipser,
1980; Kirkpatrick et al., 2009). Second, we assume that those
transformations are adiabatic (i.e. that entrainment is negligible). The modelling framework we present therefore best
represents undiluted deep convection that reaches the upper
troposphere (i.e. tropical hot towers, Riehl and Malkus, 1958;
Fierro et al., 2009). These limitations seem legitimate for a
first step and do not hamper our ability to investigate how
variations in updraft physics produce variations in the distribution of vapour isotopologues within clouds.
In the sections that follow, Sect. 2 reviews the physics of
fractionation and the kinetic effects induced by the diffusional growth of droplets and crystals; Sect. 3 describes the
bulk approach to modelling and derives the equation governing the water vapour isotopic profile; and Sect. 4 discusses model results for the distillation of water vapour as an
air parcel ascends and its sensitivity to saturation and other
microphysical processes. Section 5 discusses the comparative evolution of the H2 O/HDO and H2 O/H2 18 O systems;
Sect. 6 evaluates the use of combined observation of HDO
and H2 18 O to retrieve key convective parameters; and Sect. 7
summarises and offers further discussion.

2

Fractionation physics

Before presenting model equations, it is useful to review
the basic physics of isotopes partitioning at microphysical
scales and its connection with the macroscopic description
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/7903/2013/
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dard (the symbols δD and δ 18 O are used for the isotopic
abundances of deuterium and oxygen 18 in water vapour, respectively). For water isotopologues, the reference standard
is generally the Vienna Sea Mean Ocean Water (VSMOW)
(Hagemann et al., 1970; Gonfiantini, 1978; Stichler et al.,
1995). In this work, we have found it convenient to define
isotopic ratio as the ratio of isotopologue masses rather than
as the ratio of their abundances. That is, R = ρHDO /ρH2 O =
2ρD /ρH or R = ρH2 18 O /ρH2 O = ρ18 O /ρ16 O , where the ρ[... ] s
represent densities of heavy and light isotopologues. Our definition leaves δs unaffected, given an adjustment of the definition of R0 (see Appendix D2). Fractionation factors (defined below) are also unaffected by our definition. Throughout this work, we represent the heavy isotopologue quantity
(HDO or H2 18 O) by a prime letter, e.g. R = ρ 0 /ρ.
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of cloud physics. We describe notation (Sect. 2.1) and review both equilibrium isotopic partitioning (Sect. 2.2) and
the additional fractionation induced by the kinetics of particle growth/decay (Sect. 2.3). Additional material on kinetic
effects is included in appendices: Appendix A reviews the
growth and loss rates of droplets and ice crystals that is the
basis of the isotopic kinetic effects and Appendix B provides
the full derivation of kinetic fractionation factors. We follow closely the derivations of Jouzel et al. (1975) and Jouzel
and Merlivat (1984), but emphasize the differences between
fractionation of ice and liquid water and highlight interpretations that are specific to the context of deep convection.
Reviews covering similar material include Gedzelman and
Arnold (1994) and Blossey et al. (2010).
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Fig. 1. Equilibrium fractionation factors for vapour–liquid (blue)
and vapour–ice (green) phase transition as a function of temperature. (a) HDO/H2 O; (b) H2 18 O/H2 O. Notice that fractionation over
ice is higher than fractionation over liquid in the mixed-phase zone.
This equilibrium behaviour is eventually reversed when kinetic effects and droplet evaporation are considered (WBF process).

Equilibrium fractionation

The vapour pressure isotope effect is a quantum phenomenon
that results from a lowering of vibrational energies upon substitution of an atom by its heavy isotope equivalent (Herzfeld
and Teller, 1938; Urey, 1947; Bigeleisen, 1961; Van Hook,
1968). At phase equilibrium between liquid and solid, or
vapour and solid, the condensed phase is then relatively enriched in heavy isotopologues. This equilibrium partitioning
is described by the equilibrium fractionation factors αl,i =
Rl,i /Rv > 1 where Rv , Rl and Ri are the isotopic ratios of
vapour, liquid and ice, respectively (the double index l,i is
used throughout as a shorthand notation for relations which
are valid for both liquid water and ice). The fractionation factor αl,i is a physical parameter that depends only on temperature, and is larger at colder temperatures (see Fig. 1 and
Appendix D3).
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/7903/2013/

Achieving this thermodynamic equilibrium fractionation
requires that vapour surrounding cloud droplets or crystals
be exactly at saturation, with no temperature contrast between environment vapour and condensates. In real-world
cloud conditions, these conditions are unlikely to hold. First,
condensates grow and evaporate under supersaturated or subsaturated environments. Second, growth and evaporation typically occur rapidly enough that condensate surfaces are not
in thermodynamic equilibrium with their environments. Isotopic models must therefore be built on a broader kinetic
theory in which thermal equilibrium behaviour applies only
at the surface of droplets or ice crystals, which interacts
with ambient air through a diffusive boundary layer. Under stationary conditions, this combination yields a pseudoequilibrium between condensates and the environment. We
describe this pseudo-equilibrium in the next section.
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 7903–7935, 2013
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Kinetic fractionation and isotopic relaxation in
droplets and ice

Kinetic modifications to fractionation factors occur whenever phase transformations take place in conditions other
than thermodynamic equilibrium, i.e. whenever ambient water vapour is super- or subsaturated. Such effects were first
discussed for ocean evaporation by Dansgaard (1964) and
Craig and Gordon (1965), and were later investigated in the
context of cloud physics by Gedzelman and Lawrence (1982)
and Jouzel and Merlivat (1984).
Phase changes in super- or subsaturated environments are
common in nature. Cloud droplets and crystals may grow in
a supersaturated environment when the surrounding vapour
field cannot adjust to saturation over liquid water or ice (as
may happen when temperature and pressure drop is rapid
and nuclei are limited; see, e.g. Korolev and Mazin, 2003).
Conversely, supercooled droplets may evaporate in a subsaturated environment in mixed-phase conditions, where vapour
pressure is intermediate between saturation over liquid and
that over ice. In supersaturated (subsaturated) conditions,
heavy and light vapour molecules diffuse toward (away from)
the condensate across a boundary layer that connects the condensate surface to the far field environment, and the latent
heat of phase transformation is extracted from (imported to)
the condensate through a corresponding thermal boundary
layer. (See Appendix A for a more detailed review).
As a result of diffusive exchanges, gradients in temperature and both light and heavy water vapour isotopologues
develop across the boundary layer. That is, the surface values
(s)
of vapour density ρv , temperature T (s) and vapour isotopic
(s)
0(s) (s)
ratio Rv = ρv /ρv differ from those in the far field envi(∞)
(∞)
0(∞) (∞)
ronment (ρv , T (∞) and Rv = ρv /ρv )1 . Gradients
in isotopologue vapour density necessarily differ because of
both the preferential condensation and the lower diffusivity
of heavy isotopologues (Merlivat, 1978), meaning that gra(∞)
(s)
dients also develop in isotopic composition: Rv < Rv at
(∞)
(s)
droplet evaporation, and Rv > Rv at droplet condensation
or ice deposition (Figs. 2 and 3). It is conventional to capture
these effects by defining kinetic fractionation factors between
(s)
(∞)
condensate surface and far field vapour (αk|l,i = Rl,i /Rv )
that differ from the equilibrium fractionation factors that ac(s)
(s)
tually govern partitioning at the surface (αl,i = Rl,i /Rv ).
The kinetic fractionation factors for liquid–vapour and
ice–vapour phase transitions are obtained by coupling the
laws of diffusion for heat and for light and heavy vapour (full
derivation is performed in Appendix B; see also Jouzel and
Merlivat, 1984 and Ciais and Jouzel, 1994). The resulting

1 The environment beyond the diffusive boundary layer is also

the far field from the point of view of diffusive theory (see Appendix A), hence the superscript (∞).
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Fig. 2. Sketch of the evaporation of a droplet in a subsaturated environment. The lower panel displays the radial variation of water
vapour partial pressure. The upper panel displays the radial variation of vapour isotopic ratios. The superscripts (s) and (∞) denote
values at droplet surface and outside the diffusive boundary layer,
respectively. Vapour partial pressure decreases across the boundary layer in a way that depends on thermal and molecular diffusivity. Note that esat [T (s) ] < esat [T (∞) ] since the droplet surface
is cooled below environmental temperature at evaporation (esat =
liquid saturation here). Thus, thermal impedance limits subsaturation at droplet surface compared to what it would be if T (s) were
equal to T (∞) , and consequently limits isotopic kinetic effects. The
decrease of vapour isotopic ratio across the boundary layer explains
why the kinetic fractionation factor is enhanced over its equilibrium
value. Note also that the whole droplet is assumed to equilibrate
with its surrounding vapour field (grey shaded area = water actively
exchanging with vapour) if its isotopic relaxation time is sufficiently
small.

common expression for αkl and αki is
(s)

αk|l,i ≡

Rl,i

(∞)
Rv

=

αl,i

,
(eff)
1 + (βl,i − 1) 1 − (Sl,i )−1

(1)

where
(eff)

Sl,i



−1
−1
= 1 − Al,i 1 − Sl,i

is the effective saturation of vapour over liquid or ice mea(∞) l,i  (s) 
sured at surface temperature ρv /ρsat
T , Sl,i is vapour
(∞) l,i  (∞) 
, Al,i are
saturation at far field temperature ρv /ρsat T
coefficients that represent the thermal impedance to condensate growth or evaporation (see Appendix A and Eq. (A6)
for definition of Al,i ) and βl,i are coefficients defined in the
next paragraph. A crucial distinction in deriving αkl and αki is
the fact that small droplets are assumed to fully re-equilibrate
isotopically with the surrounding vapour, but the migration of
molecules within the crystal lattice of ice is too slow to support such an equilibration assumption. For the liquid case, we
(∞)
therefore write αkl = Rl /Rv , and assume that the droplet
surface is identical in composition to the bulk composition
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/7903/2013/
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Fig. 3. Same as Fig. 2 but for ice deposition in a supersaturated
environment. Vapour pressure is now increasing across the diffusive boundary layer surrounding the crystal, and esat [T (s) ] >
esat [T (∞) ], owing to the surface being heated above environmental
temperature at deposition (esat = ice saturation here). Thus, thermal
impedance reduces supersaturation compared to what it would be
if T (s) were equal to T (∞) , and limits kinetic effects at deposition
too. The increase of vapour isotopic ratio across the boundary layer
explains why the kinetic fractionation factor is reduced compared to
its equilibrium value. Note that isotopic equilibration with vapour is
restricted to the surface layer of the crystal (grey shaded area). This
is the main difference with the droplet case.
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no diffusion limitation and no kinetic isotope effects occur:
the kinetic fractionation factors reduce to αk|l,i = αl,i .
It is important to recognise that any factor that causes
βl,i 6= 1 gives rise to kinetic fractionation effects. Preferential uptake at droplet or ice surface would alone produce an
isotopic gradient between particle surface and far field and
a kinetic isotope effect even if there were no differences in
diffusivity between isotopologues. For H2 O/HDO, equilibrium fractionation at droplet or ice surface is in fact a larger
contributor to kinetic effects than is differential diffusivity
since Kv /Kv0 ∼ 1.03 and αi > αl ∼ 1.1 even at Earth’s surface temperatures and increases further with altitude. For
H2 O/H2 18 O, both effects contribute more equally: the diffusivity ratio is again Kv /Kv0 ∼ 1.03 but equilibrium fractionation is only αl,i ∼ 1.02 − 1.05. This difference makes evolution of the oxygen isotopologue system more sensitive to
vapour saturation Sl,i .
Kinetic effects on fractionation are somewhat reduced by
thermal impedance, i.e. by the fact that particle and droplet
surface temperatures differ from ambient temperature (this
(eff)
effect is responsible for the effective saturation Sl,i differing from Sl,i ). Thermal impedance effectively reduces both
subsaturation and supersaturation because evaporation low(eff)
ers surface temperature (i.e. Sl,i < Sl,i < 1) and deposition
(eff)

Rl . For ice, we assume that fractionation occurs only between
(s)
(∞)
ice surface and vapour: αki = Ri /Rv .
The coefficients βl,i combine three factors that are responsible for a gradient in isotopic composition between particle surface and its environment: the equilibrium fractionation
factors αl,i , the ratio of light to heavy isotopologue molecular
diffusivities Kv /Kv0 , and the ratio of light to heavy isotopologue ventilation coefficients fv /fv0 , i.e.
βl,i = αl,i

Kv fv
.
Kv0 fv0

βl,i is always larger than 1 since the first two factors act
in the same direction – heavy isotopes preferentially condense, meaning equilibrium fractionation factors αl,i are always > 1, and heavy isotopologues have lower diffusivity
than light ones, meaning Kv /Kv0 > 1 – and the ratio of ventilation coefficients fv /fv0 is close to unity. The result is
that in supersaturated conditions, fractionation during droplet
growth or ice deposition is reduced relative to the equilibrium
scenario and in subsaturated conditions, fractionation is en(eff)
hanced: the sign of αk|l,i − αl,i is opposite to that of Sl,i − 1
(see Appendices D5 and Appendix A for discussion of diffusivities and diffusional growth rates and Online Supplement
Sect. 1 for ventilation coefficients).
Mathematically, kinetic isotopic effects arise from the differences in behaviour between isotopologues (βl,i 6= 1) in
(eff)
conditions of super- or subsaturation (Sl,i 6 = 1). If the ambient environment is exactly at effective saturation, there is
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/7903/2013/

raises surface temperature (i.e. 1 < Sl,i < Sl,i ). In all environmental conditions, then, thermal impedance reduces the
kinetic modifications to equilibrium fractionation. The effects of thermal impedance decrease as temperature falls and
so are less important with altitude (see Appendix A for discussion of the magnitude of thermal impedance effects).
The representation of isotopic fractionation for droplets
given above follows most isotopic models in assuming that
cloud droplets instantly equilibrate with their surrounding
vapour. However, at low temperatures, larger cloud droplets
(tens of microns) that are still below the typical size for onset
of precipitation (Houze, 1993, chap. 3.1.3) can have equilibration times of a minute or more (see Appendix B and
discussion in Sect. 4.1). While small droplets can be considered to fully equilibrate with surrounding vapour as they
ascend in updrafts, larger droplets may not do so, especially
for high updraft speeds and low temperatures. A full tracking
of isotopic exchange between droplets and their surrounding
vapour would require integrating a relaxation equation for
droplets isotopic ratio (see Eq. B3) over a spectrum of droplet
sizes. In the modelling treatment described below, we choose
instead a simplified approach. We separate droplets into two
classes: “cloud water” that undergo instantaneous exchanges
and “passive water” that can be seen as representing either
precipitation or any fraction of cloud liquid that does not
fully exchange. We impose a simple ad hoc parametrisation
in which a constant fraction Cl of actively exchanging cloud
liquid and ice is auto-converted at each altitude in the uplift.
Several factors pose no significant complications for modelling. Thermal relaxation times in droplets are always

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 7903–7935, 2013
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Table 1. The four free parameters of the isotopic model.
Symbol

Unit

Meaning

ζ
γ
b
Cl

–
–
–
m−1

Saturation parameter
Glaciation parameter
Fraction of liquid water converted to ice via the WBF process
Fractional rate of auto-conversion (deactivation/precipitation) of liquid water

considerably smaller than isotopic relaxation times, justifying the use of a steady-state solution of the heat transfer equation in deriving the evolution of droplet and vapour isotopic
ratios (Appendix A, Fig. B1). Droplet freezing is also fast
relative to isotopic relaxation, justifying the assumption that
freezing does not produce isotopic fractionation (Supplement
Sect. 2, Fig. B1).
We note one factor omitted in our framework that may be
of importance for ice crystal isotopic evolution. We have assumed conditions of thermodynamic equilibrium at the sur(s)
l,i  (s) 
face of both droplets and ice crystals (i.e. ρv = ρsat
T ,
(s)
(s)
(s)
(s)
Rl = αl Rv and Ri = αi Rv ). This assumption is reasonable for droplets of sufficient size such that surface curvature and salt molarity effects are negligible. However, it is
less obviously appropriate for ice crystals. Surface kinetic
processes are known to be of importance in crystal growth,
which cannot be accurately described by simple capacitance
models (Kuroda, 1984). Because slight supersaturations at
crystal surface appear necessary to overcome surface kinetics, deposition coefficients for heavy and light isotopologues
may differ, inducing additional fractionation effects. Theories of isotopic fractionation incorporating surface kinetic effects are only recently under development (DePaolo, 2011;
Nelson, 2011) and we cannot include them here. However,
ice crystal shapes suggest that at high supersaturations, crystal growth may be compatible with a pure diffusional theory
and surface kinetic effects are less important.

3

Modelling isotopic composition

In this section, we describe our model. We first describe the
various classes of water species involved (Sect. 3.1), then
present a simple representation of the microphysics and thermodynamics of rising air parcels, considering light water
alone (Sect. 3.2), and finally apply the previously established
isotope physics to extract the evolution of the isotopic ratio
of water vapour Rv (Sect. 3.3). The model uses only four free
parameters, listed in Table 1 (for a full list of all symbols used
throughout the manuscript, see Table 3).

Reference value

isotopic composition requires that we represent the interactions between bulk vapour, cloud liquid and cloud ice.
A closed-form solution requires bulk modelling of heavy
and light isotopologues in several classes of water species
and an expression for conservation of energy. We describe
the phases of water and their isotopologue content in terms
of mass mixing ratios of vapour, liquid, and ice (rv , rl , ri )
and corresponding isotopic ratios Rv = rv0 /rv , Rl = rl0 /rl and
Ri = ri0 /ri . We assume that the cloud column is stationary
in time and therefore time dependence along the path of a
given parcel can be replaced by a dependency of all variables on z only. The updraft velocity, which determines the
rate of change of pressure and temperature in the air parcel,
is not explicitly defined in our model but it implicitly determines a height of relaxation for processes that adjust over a
finite time. This relaxation height is the product of the vertical velocity by the process relaxation timescale (the latter
is shown in Fig. B1 for a number of processes). If the relaxation height is sufficiently small compared to the spatial
resolution of the model, the corresponding process may be
considered as adjusted, i.e. it can be modelled as if it had a
null intrinsic timescale. Hence, “active” liquid water, as defined in Sect. 2.3, is modelled as if droplets were to instantaneously equilibrate. However, the largest droplets cannot
be considered to fully re-equilibrate for high updraft speeds
and low temperatures, which could produce variations with
height of the size of the “active” liquid water reservoir. This
is accounted for in a simple way by our model by specifying an ad hoc conversion of actively exchanging cloud liquid
water to passive water, as will be described in Sect. 3.2.3.
Since we use an exact adiabatic assumption for the conservation of energy, our model requires the conservation of
total water. In order to satisfy the adiabatic assumption, as
discussed above, we track all precipitation as “deactivated”
water carried with the air parcel and included in the water
budget. Retaining water rather than allowing precipitation to
fall out does introduce small differences in entropy and buoyancy, but these do not affect our results significantly. The total light water and heavy isotopologue contents are then
(p)

3.1

Bulk approach

While the previous section described fractionation between
vapour and single droplets or ice crystals, modelling vapour
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 7903–7935, 2013

1
3.5
0
0

rt = rv + rl + ri + rl

(p)

+ ri ,

(p)
(p)
rt0 = rv0 + rl0 + ri0 + r 0 l + r 0 i ,

(2)
(3)

where deactivated/precipitated species are denoted as x (p) .
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The differing kinetic isotope properties of liquid water and
ice have important consequences for bulk relationships. In
the case of liquid water, the assumed rapid equilibration of
the active cloud water with its environment means that the
fractionation factor describes partitioning of isotopologues
between bulk vapour and bulk liquid of active droplets:

tendency in θil arising from irreversibility has only a small
effect on the temperature profile (Bryan and Fritsch, 2004),
so can be neglected, allowing θil to be treated as a perfectly
conservative variable.
Conservation of ice–liquid water potential temperature is
written as

rl0
r0
= αkl v .
rl
rv

dθil
= 0,
dz

(4)

Because the kinetic fractionation factors previously defined
relate properties of the condensed phase with those of vapour
beyond the diffusive boundary layer, we no longer need to
distinguish between surface and far field quantities, and can
therefore unambiguously remove the parenthesised superscripts (∞) or (s) introduced in the previous section unless
surface quantities are explicitly required.
In the case of ice, we assume that the fractionation factor describes partitioning between isotopologues in the bulk
vapour and the surface of ice crystals, with no effect from
crystal size or shape, so that
(dri0 /dt)
(dri /dt)

= αki

rv0
rv

.

3.2

with θil given by
!
(p) χ
+ ri + ri
θil = T
1−
 + rt
!
(p)
(p) −ϑ
rl + rl + ri + ri
× 1−
rt





(p)
(p)
−Lv rl + rl
− Ls ri + ri

× exp 
cp + cpv rt T


p0
p

(p)

χ

rl + rl







Rv∗
(p)
(p)
+
rl + rl
ln Sl + ri + ri
ln Si  ,
cp + cpv rt

(5)

Note that the bulk composition ri0 /ri is generally different from the composition of instantaneously deposited ice
(dri0 /dt)/(dri /dt). The bulk ice composition ri0 /ri depends
on the history of the accumulation of ice in each crystal.

(6)

(7)
with
χ=

Microphysics and thermodynamics

Rd∗ + Rv∗ rt
,
cp + cpv rt

and
3.2.1

Thermodynamics

As mentioned above, we assume that the rising air parcel experiences adiabatic thermodynamics and therefore that
its ice–liquid water potential temperature θil is conserved
(Tripoli and Cotton, 1981; Bryan and Fritsch, 2004). This
assumption is equivalent to assuming perfect conservation of
total entropy for dry air and all water species, and therefore
precludes any entrainment of environmental air. The utility
of the model is therefore limited to the cores of deep convection, which arguably do not entrain, or to cores embedded within mesoscale convective systems that are plausibly
somewhat isolated from their broader environment. For strict
adiabaticity and conservation of θil to hold, total water must
be conserved and transformations must be reversible. As discussed above, total water conservation is enforced by retaining deactivated/precipitated species (the (l (p) ) and (i (p) ) water classes, cf. Sect. 3.1) within the parcel. Because of that,
we compute an upper bound on cloud temperature and buoyancy since we do not allow entropy exportation through hydrometeor fallout. Reversibility of the transformations does
not strictly hold in our model since condensation and evaporation may happen in non-equilibrium conditions (indeed,
Sl,i 6 = 1 is unavoidable in mixed-phase clouds). However, the
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/7903/2013/

ϑ=
3.2.2

Rv∗ rt
.
cp + cpv rt
Vapour pressure adjustment to saturation

In our simplified model, we do not represent the growth and
evaporation/sublimation rates of droplets and ice particles in
a prognostic way, but instead specify the evolution of relative
humidity in the air parcel and assume that phase changes occur in coherence with that evolution. Our treatment of vapour
saturation is necessarily ad hoc but is designed to reproduce
expected behaviour in convective clouds (theory of supersaturation in convective clouds is discussed in greater depth in
Appendix C).
At temperatures above 0 ◦ C, we assume that clouds are entirely liquid and that vapour is at saturation over liquid water.
Supersaturation over liquid water is neglected since it is expected not to exceed a few percentage points (Korolev and
Mazin, 2003; see also Appendix C); it would therefore have
negligible consequences in our framework as the kinetic isotope effect would not be significant and our model does not
explicitly calculate growth rates as a function of supersaturation.
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Table 2. Relation between internal parameters ζ , γ and Cl of the model and physical quantities. Row 2: vapour saturation over ice at
T ≤ −40 ◦ C as a function of ζ obtained from Eq. (8). Rows 4 to 9: glaciation temperature, altitude and pressure (conventionally defined
where rl = 10−6 kg kg−1 ) as a function of γ for two extreme values of the auto-conversion coefficient for liquid water Cl . Temperature is
computed from a full integration of the model with cloud base level at 1050 m. Pressure and altitude grids are taken from a mean tropical
profile from the ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011). The saturation parameter ζ is set to 1 in these computations. Setting it to 0 affects
the glaciation temperature by less than 2 % in all cases. Row 11: ratio rl /rl,adiab at T = 0 ◦ C between the (active) liquid water content for
a given value of Cl and the same quantity for Cl = 0 (adiabatic content). This ratio is calculated from a full integration of the model and is
not sensitive to glaciation and saturation parameters, which are ineffective at positive temperatures.
Saturation parameter ζ

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Si at T ≤ −40 ◦ C

1

1.09

1.18

1.28

1.37

1.47

Glaciation parameter γ

1

2

3

4

6

9

Cl = 0

Tg (◦ C)
zg (km)
pg (hPa)

−13.12
7.70
394

−23.09
9.20
321

−29.07
10.00
286

−32.64
10.45
268

−35.93
10.85
253

−38.04
11.10
244

Cl = 0.5 km−1

Tg (◦ C)
zg (km)
pg (hPa)

−11.30
7.40
410

−20.63
8.85
337

−26.4
9.65
301

−30.25
10.15
280

−34.28
10.65
261

−37.19
11.00
248

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

100

80

64

51

40

31

Auto-conversion coefficient Cl
rl /rl,adiab at T = 0 ◦ C (%)

Between 0 ◦ C and −40 ◦ C, vapour pressure is expected to
be constrained to within a few percentage points of liquid
water saturation as long as supercooled droplets dominate
ice crystals in mixed-phase updrafts, departing from that constraint only when glaciation is sufficiently advanced (Korolev
and Mazin, 2003; Korolev and Isaac, 2006). In sufficiently
slow updrafts, vapour pressure would fall to saturation over
i as ice becomes dominant, but faster updrafts are exice esat
pected to retain a higher degree of saturation after full glaciation. In real-world convective systems, the range of possible
saturation values is wide, depends on updraft velocity and
droplet and ice crystal number densities, and can evolve over
the lifetime of an updraft (Korolev and Mazin (2003); see
also Appendix C for more extensive discussion of supersaturation in convective clouds). For simplicity, we assume here
that fully glaciated updrafts experience some fixed intermediate vapour pressure between the saturated pressure over liquid water and the saturated pressure over ice. The specified
degree of supersaturation can be seen as a proxy for those
parameters (updraft velocity, particle size distribution) that
we do not explicitly model. The intermediate vapour presl ζ + ei (1 − ζ ),
sure is parametrised down to −40 ◦ C as esat
sat
where ζ is a free parameter of the model. Once temperatures
cool below −40 ◦ C, the degree of supersaturation assigned
over ice at –40 ◦ C is fixed from that point on. Throughout
this manuscript, we use ζ to describe supersaturation, but see
Table 2 to relate ζ to the final supersaturation over ice. We
model the evolution of vapour pressure in mixed-phase updrafts from saturation over liquid to the intermediate vapour
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pressure as governed by the relative weight of ice among water condensates fi = ri / (ri + rl ).
The parametrization of vapour pressure eadj over the whole
range of temperature is then


l
eadj T > 0 ◦ C = esat
,


l
eadj −40 ◦ C < T < 0 ◦ C = (1 − fi )esat
h
i
l
i
+ fi esat
[T ] ζ + esat
[T ] (1 − ζ ) , (8)
eadj



"
#
l [T = −40 ◦ C]

esat
i
T < −40 C = 1 − ζ + i
ζ esat
[T ] .
◦
esat [T = −40 C]

3.2.3

◦

Droplet and cloud ice mass balance

The change in the amount of liquid water or ice held by
a rising parcel can be split into three components: diffusional growth of condensates accommodating changes in
ambient saturation, conversion of liquid water to ice, and
auto-conversion of condensates to deactivated/precipitated
species. Even the simplest isotopic model must represent all
three effects.
As an air parcel is lifted adiabatically, condensed phases
are assumed to take up vapour to maintain the adjusted
vapour pressure specified in Eq. (8). At temperatures above
0 ◦ C, vapour uptake results in the growth of droplets. Below 0 ◦ C, both growth of liquid droplets and deposition onto
ice can occur if updraft velocity is sufficiently strong (i.e. if
? ; see Korolev and Mazin (2003) and Appendix C).
wup > wup
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/7903/2013/
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Table 3. Unit, meaning, and location of all symbols used in the text. Some symbols which are only local to a single formula are not listed
here. In the last column, “Supplt” stands for the Supplement.
Symbol

Unit

Meaning

Defined near

a
ai
Al , A i
b
Bl , Bi , Bi0 , Bi ∗
cpv , cl , ci
c0
c1 , c 2 , c 3
C
Cl,i
d
l , ei
esat
sat
eadj
fi
fh
fv , fv0
kh
0
kh|l,i
Kh
Le
Kv , Kv0
Ll , L i , L f
Nl , N i
m, m0
p
Pr
l,i
qsat
rv , r l , r i
rv0 , rl0 , ri0
rt , rt0
Rd∗ , Rv∗
Re
Rv , R l , R i
R0
Sc
Sl , S i
(eff) (eff)
Sl , S i
Sqsl , Sqsi
tf
th
T
Tg
U∞
wup
∗
wup
X (∞)
X (s)
X (p)
z
αl , α i
αkl , αki
βl,i
γ
δD, δ 18 O

ζ
η
θil
3
µ
ξi
ρ
ρice
ρX
ρdrop
ρv , ρv0
l , ρi
ρsat
sat
τdrop
τpl , τpi
ϕ

m
m
–
–
m2 s−1
J kg−1 K−1
m−1
–
m
m−1
‰
Pa
Pa
–
–
–
J m−1 K−1 s−1
J m−1 K−1 s−1
m2 s−1
–
m2 s−1
J kg−1
m−3
kg
Pa
–
–
kg kg−1
kg kg−1
kg kg−1
J kg−1 K−1
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
s
s
K
K
m s−1
m s−1
m s−1

Radius of a droplet
Half maximum dimension of an ice particle
Thermal transfer coefficient between water vapour and condensates (liquid and ice)
Fraction of cloud liquid converted to ice via the WBF process
Coefficients local to Appendix C
Specific thermal capacity at constant pressure of water vapour, liquid water and ice
Coefficient local to Appendix C
Coefficients local to Appendix C
Crystal capacitance (effective radius for diffusional growth)
Rate of auto-conversion (precipitation/removal) of liquid water and ice
Deuterium excess (δD−8δ 18 O)
Saturation pressure of water vapour over liquid water and ice
Adjusted saturation vapour pressure
ri / (ri + rl )
Thermal ventilation coefficient
Ventilation coefficient for light and heavy isotopologue vapour
Thermal conductivity of air
Modified thermal conductivity of air
Thermal diffusivity of air
Lewis number
Molecular diffusivity of light and heavy isotopologue vapour in air
Latent heat of evaporation, sublimation and fusion
Number concentration of droplets and ice particles
Light and heavy isotopologues mass in a single droplet or crystal
Air pressure
Prandtl number
Saturation specific humidity with respect to liquid water or ice
Mass mixing ratio of light isotopologue vapour, liquid water and ice
Mass mixing ratio of heavy isotopologue vapour, liquid water and ice
Total mass mixing ratio of light water and heavy isotopologues
Gas constant for dry air and water vapour
Reynolds number
Isotopic ratio of vapour, liquid water or ice
Isotopic ratio of the Vienna Sea Mean Ocean Water standard
Schmidt number
Vapour saturation over liquid water or ice
Effective vapour saturation over liquid water or ice, computed at droplet or ice surface temperature
Quasi-steady saturation over liquid water or ice
Freezing time
Thermal relaxation time
Air temperature
Glaciation temperature (where rl = 10−6 kg kg−1 )
Particle terminal fall speed
Updraft vertical speed
Minimum vertical speed for vapour uptake on supercooled droplets
Value of quantity X in the environment, beyond the boundary layer surrounding droplets or crystals
Value of quantity X at the surface of droplets or crystals
Value of quantity X for deactivated/precipitated species
Altitude
Equilibrium fractionation factor for liquid–vapour and ice–vapour phase transition
Kinetic fractionation factor for liquid–vapour and ice–vapour phase transition
αl,i (Kv /Kv0 )(fv /fv0 )
Glaciation parameter
Isotopic depletion in deuterium and oxygen-18
Rd∗ /Rv∗
Saturation parameter
WBF parameter
Ice liquid water potential temperature
Generalised fractionation factor
Dynamic viscosity
Fraction of net condensate diffusional growth occurring as ice deposition
Density of air
Density of ice
Density of specie X
Density of a droplet
Density of light water vapour and heavy isotopologue vapour
Saturation density of water vapour over liquid water and ice
E-folding time of droplet isotopic relaxation
Times of phase relaxation over liquid water and ice
Fractional conversion rate from liquid water to ice

Eq. (B3)
Appendix C
Eq. (A5)
Eq. (29)
Appendix C

m
–
–
–
–
‰
–
–
–
K
–
Pa s
–
kg m−3
kg m−3
kg m−3
kg m−3
kg m−3
kg m−3
s
s
m−1
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Appendix C
Appendix C
Eq. (A1)
Eq. (17)
Sect. 5
Eqs. (8), (D1), (D2)
Eq. (8)
Eq. (A2)
Eqs. (A1), (B1)
Eq. (A2), Appendix D4
Supplt. Eqs. (4–7)
Eq. (A7)
Eq. (A6), Supplt. Eq. (1)
Eqs. (A1), (B1), Appendix D5
Appendix D1
Appendix C
Eqs. (A1), (B1)
Supplt. Sect. 1
Eq. (A7)

Supplt. Sect. 1

Supplt. Sect. 1
Eq. (1)
Appendix C
Supplt. Eq. (6)
Supplt. Eq. (8)

Supplt. Sect. 1
Appendix C

Eqs. (D3–D6)
Eq. (1)
Eq. (1)
Eq. (13)
Sect. 2.1
Eq. (8)
Eq. (30)
Eq. (7)
Eq. (32)
Supplt. Sect. 1
Eqs. (9), (10)
Eq. (D2)
Eq. (B5)

Eq. (B5)
Appendix C
Eq. (13)
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In these conditions, and as long as the number concentration of supercooled droplets dominates that of ice crystals,
vapour pressure stays close to liquid saturation (as discussed
in the previous section) and most vapour uptake should occur
on supercooled droplets. As glaciation proceeds, deposition
onto ice eventually dominates over growth of supercooled
droplets.
We represent net diffusional growth accommodating
changes in vapour saturation by the following set of equations:
dri
dz
drl
dz

= −ξi
ajs

drv
,
dz

(9)

= − (1 − ξi )
ajs

drv
,
dz

(10)

where the notation “ajs” refers to “adjustment at saturation”
and ξi is the fraction of condensate growth resulting in ice deposition. In order to reproduce the expected transition from
droplet growth to ice deposition in mixed-phase updrafts, and
for the sake of simplicity, we require that the importance
of ice deposition positively corresponds with the fraction of
ice among condensates. That is, we set ξi = fi . Notice that
Eqs. (9) and (10) hold for any temperature, ξi being equal to
0 in the liquid domain, 1 in the glaciated domain and taking
intermediate values in the domain of coexistence of liquid
and ice (remaining close to 0 when supercooled liquid water
dominates ice).
Supercooled droplets can be converted to ice by two processes: either by freezing of droplets (homogeneous or heterogeneous) or by the Wegener–Bergeron–Findeisen (WBF)
process (Wegener, 1911; Bergeron, 1935; Korolev, 2007) in
which cloud droplets evaporate to water vapour that then redeposits as ice on growing crystals. Those processes have
a complex dependency upon updraft velocity, droplet and
ice particle size distributions and aerosols characteristics
(Kumjian et al., 2012; Korolev, 2007), which we cannot reproduce in our model. We will instead assume that the conversion from liquid water to ice can be described by a single
ad hoc fractional rate of conversion ϕ with a free parameter b describing the fraction of liquid water converted to ice
through the WBF process versus droplet freezing. In our representation, the route to cloud glaciation does not matter for
liquid water and ice mass balance but it does for vapour isotopic composition because the two processes bear very distinct isotopic signatures.
The conversion of liquid water to ice is thus parametrised
as
dri
dz
drl
dz

=−
cli

=
cli

drl
dz

drl
dz

−
frz

+
frz

drl
dz

drl
dz

= ϕ(T ) rl ,

(11)

= −ϕ(T ) rl ,

(12)

wbf

wbf

where the subscript “cli” refers to liquid–ice conversion and
“frz” and “wbf” are self-evident. Notice that our represenAtmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 7903–7935, 2013

tation of freezing is intended to capture different mechanisms, depending on the temperature range considered. Since
the droplets of active liquid water are presumably small,
their heterogeneous freezing in immersion-mode is likely
promoted at lower temperatures of the mixed-phase zone,
while freezing at warmer temperatures should occur mostly
in contact-mode via particle interaction (i.e. riming) (Pruppacher and Klett, 1978; Kumjian et al., 2012). The droplets
eventually freeze homogeneously if they get in the vicinity of the –40 ◦ C level. Our parametrisation of freezing thus
contains tendencies due to homogeneous freezing, heterogeneous immersion freezing and riming. Conditions that promote strong updraft (hence high vapour saturation and no
WBF) and low riming potential (continental aerosol spectra,
shallow warm cloud depth) delay cloud glaciation to lower
temperatures.
The temperature dependence of the conversion rate ϕ is
chosen to ensure zero conversion at T = 0 ◦ C and maximum
conversion at T = −40 ◦ C:
ϕ (T ) =

1
50



273.15 − T
40

γ
,

(13)

where T is in Kelvin and ϕ is in m−1 . The glaciation parameter γ controls the rate of glaciation of the cloud, which in
turn sets the effective altitude at which liquid water is fully
converted to ice. Higher γ produces lower glaciation rates,
delaying cloud glaciation and allowing significant amounts
of supercooled liquid to persist to higher altitudes. For the
sake of illustration, let us assume a constant lapse rate in the
mixed-phase region. The falloff in liquid water with altitude
in the mixed-phase region, under the sole action of liquid to
ice conversion (no auto-conversion), is derived by integrating
Eq. (12) over the range of altitude between 0 ◦ C and −40 ◦ C,
and yields

ln

rl
rl [0 ◦ C]


∼

z [0 ◦ C] − z [−40 ◦ C]
50 (γ + 1)

γ +1
z [0 ◦ C] − z
. (14)
×
z [0 ◦ C] − z [−40 ◦ C]

The altitude above which rl drops below some threshold
clearly increases with γ . By convention, we define the glaciation temperature Tg and glaciation altitude zg as the location where rl = 10−6 kg kg−1 is reached. Glaciation altitude
is mainly a function of γ , but also depends slightly on the
conversion of droplets to deactivated/precipitated species and
very slightly on supersaturation. This dependency is illustrated in Table 2. Notice that, with our definitions, any choice
of γ less than 9 ensures full glaciation before the −40 ◦ C
level is reached.
As discussed in Sect. 3.1, we represent the auto-conversion
of condensates to deactivated/precipitated species as a constant fractional loss of mass from the activated liquid and ice
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/7903/2013/
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water classes:
dri
dz
drl
dz

= −Ci ri ,

(15)

= −Cl rl ,

(16)

= Ci ri ,

(17)

= Cl rl ,

(18)

acv

acv
(p)

dri
dz

acv

(p)

drl
dz

acv

where the subscript “acv” refers to auto-conversion, Cl
and Ci are fractional auto-conversion coefficients for liquid water and ice, and the superscript (p) refers to deactivated/precipitated species. Our parametrization of autoconversion contains tendencies due to precipitation and
growth of droplets to non-fully-exchanging sizes (see
Sects. 2.3 and 3.1). Note that Ci is a dummy parameter that
is included for completeness of the representation but has no
effect on vapour isotopic ratio (see Sect. 3.3).
Saturation adjustment, liquid to ice conversion and deactivation/precipitation can be combined into expressions for the
vertical variation of the liquid water and ice mixing ratios:
drv
dri
= − ξi
− Ci ri + ϕ(T ) rl ,
dz
dz
drl
drv
= − (1 − ξi )
− Cl rl − ϕ(T ) ri ,
dz
dz

(19)
(20)

along with Eqs. (17) and (18) for the deactivated/precipitated
components.
The full model of light water transformations in the convective plume then consists of Eq. (2) (water mass balance);
Eqs. (17)–(20) (tendencies for the (l), (i), (l(p) ), and (i(p) ) water classes); Eqs. (6) and (7) (thermodynamics); and Eq. (8)
(vapour saturation assignment).
3.2.4
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and the thermodynamic equation:


dT
dθil
dr
T,
0=
, r, , p .
dz
dz
dz

After replacement of dr/dz using Eq. (21), Eq. (22) is
turned into an implicit equation for dT /dz which is solved
iteratively after discretisation. This solution is then readily
used to make a step of T in the vertical and to make a step
for the water classes mixing ratios r in Eq. (21).
The model is solved with a spatial resolution of 50 m. Updraft velocities ranging from 10 m s−1 to 50 m s−1 thus correspond to implicit time steps of 1 s to 5 s. As shown by
Fig. B1, such time steps essentially support an equilibration
assumption for all processes except for phase relaxation over
ice and isotopic equilibration of large droplets at low temperatures (below −20◦ C). This is consistent with our modelling
choices.
3.3

Vapour isotopic composition

The tendency in Rv may be derived from the conservation of
heavy isotopologues:

d  0
0(p)
0(p)
rv + rl0 + ri0 + rl + ri
= 0.
(23)
dz
Expanding the terms of this equation into relevant physical
processes yields five master equations:
dRv
drv
drv0
= rv
+ Rv
,
dz
dz
dz

drl0
drl
dRl
drl
+
= rl
+ Rl
dz
dz
dz ajs
dz

dri0
(s)
= Ri
dz

dri
dz

−
ajs

drl
dz

Model solving



dr
dT
= F r,
, T, p ,
dz
dz
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(21)

drl0 (p)
drl
= −Rl
dz
dz

(24)

wbf

drl
+
dz
!

+
frz

drl
dz


,

(25)

,

(26)

acv

wbf

− Rl

The full model has 6 z dependent variables, the temperature
(p) (p)
T and the light water mixing ratios r = (rv , rl , ri , rl , ri ).
The control parameters (ζ , γ , b, Cl ) are fixed (see Table 2).
Boundary conditions must be provided at cloud base. At
cloud base, water vapour is assumed to be saturated, with all
condensate water classes set to zero and the ice–liquid potential temperature set at a value θil = θil0 , which is then preserved aloft within the convective plume. The stratification
in the environment of the cloud is assumed to be hydrostatic.
The set of equations of the model can be reduced to the
mixing ratios equation:

(22)

drl
dz

(p)

frz

+ Ri

dri
dz

acv

(27)

,
acv

dri0 (p)
(p) dri
= −Ri
dz
dz

,

(28)

acv

which we now discuss in greater detail.
The first two Eqs. (24) and (25) simply reflect the definition of the isotopic ratios for vapour and liquid: rv0 = rv Rv
and rl0 = rl Rl . The liquid mixing ratio Rl here is predicated
on an assumption that all cloud water has homogeneous composition Rl = αkl Rv . If droplets froze slowly relative to isotopic exchange timescales between liquid and vapour, we
would need an additional term describing the extraction of
further heavy water from the vapour phase as an ice germ
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 7903–7935, 2013
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grows within the droplet. However, droplet freezing can robustly be assumed to be fast relative to isotopic exchange
timescales (see Supplement Sect. 2).
The third equation, Eq. (26), describes the tendency of
heavy isotopologues in ice. The isotopic ratio at ice surface,
(s)
Ri , appears in the right hand side for the two processes
that involve diffusional growth of ice crystals (growth following adjustment of vapour saturation and the WBF process).
These two processes produce kinetic fractionation between
(s)
vapour and ice surface (Ri = αki Rv ). The two remaining
terms describe the source from droplet freezing and the sink
from auto-conversion. Freezing has to be represented separately from the WBF process because it preserves the isotopic composition of the freezing droplet, whereas transition
through the vapour phase in the WBF process involves fractionation.
The final two equations, Eqs. (27) and (28), describe
the auto-conversion of liquid water and ice to deactivated/precipitated species. Deactivated liquid droplets carry
the isotopic composition of the cloud water class at the time
of deactivation. Deactivation of liquid droplets affect vapour
composition by modifying the size of the liquid water reservoir that exchanges with vapour. In contrast, precipitation of
ice in Eq. (26) has no effect on the water vapour isotopic
composition, since ice did not exchange with vapour in the
first place. Therefore the net isotopic content of precipitat(p)
ing ice Ri , which depends on the ice crystal size distribution and individual crystal isotopic composition, may take
any value without affecting our results, as seen below.
The isotopic composition of water vapour Rv can then
be determined analytically by expanding Eq. (23) using
Eqs. (24)–(28) and using the expressions for light water microphysical tendencies derived in Sect. 3.2.3. We neglect
fractional changes in αkl , compared to that in Rv , implying
that dRl /dz ∼ αkl dRv /dz. Carrying through the calculations
yields the following expression:

d ln Rv
drv
= (ξi αki + (1 − ξi ) αkl − 1)
dz
dz

1
− bϕ (T ) rl (αki − αkl )
, (29)
rv + αkl rl
The parameter b is the fraction of liquid to ice conversion
occurring via the WBF process (see Sect. 3.2.3) as opposed
to via direct freezing. It is convenient to define a WBF parameter η that measures the ratio between the amount of water vapour deposited as ice that results from droplet evaporation to that resulting from decreasing vapour pressure due to
adiabatic cooling of the parcel:
η=

bϕ (T ) rl
,
−drv /dz

(30)

Eq. (29) then reads
d ln Rv /dz = [3 (T , Si , ξi , η) − 1]

drv /dz
,
rv + αkl rl
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(31)

where
3 (T , Si , ξi , η) = ξi αki + (1 − ξi ) αkl + η (αki − αkl )

(32)

is a generalised fractionation factor that depends on temperature, cloud saturation, the importance of ice deposition versus droplet condensation following changes in ambient saturation, and on the intensity of the WBF process. 3 takes its
name from the fact that it varies continuously from αl to αi
as a function of non-equilibrium conditions.
Equation (31) is equivalent to Eq. (18) of Federer et al.
(1982) if we drop entrainment (i.e. set µ = 0) and diffusive isotopic exchange with rain (i.e. set Pvr0 = 0) in
their representation; notice that (1 − ξi − η) drv /dz = Pvc
and (ξi + η) drv /dz = Pvi , where Pvc and Pvi are, respectively, their production term for cloud water and cloud ice.
Equation (31) offers many deep insights on inspection.
The generalised fractionation factor 3 contains only the processes involving diffusive exchanges of isotopologues with
vapour and excludes freezing and auto-conversion processes.
The term ξi αki + (1 − ξi ) αkl − 1 in Eq. (32) corresponds to
the net growth of droplets and ice crystals driven by adiabatic cooling, while η (αki − αkl ) corresponds to the isotopic
changes induced by the WBF process. The former term is
always larger than 1 and leads to a depletion of heavy isotopologues in the vapour phase. In other words, net growth
of droplets or ice crystals following parcel cooling results
in the well-known progressive distillation of heavy isotopologues out of the vapour phase. The WBF term, on the other
hand, can be of either sign, depending on the magnitude of
liquid–ice disequilibrium (discussed at length in Sect. 4.3). If
kinetic effects are strong, the fractionation factor over liquid
may actually exceed that over ice: αkl > αki . In these conditions, if a significant fraction of droplet freezing occurs via
the WBF, then the WBF term may outweigh the net distillation term and actually lead to local isotopic enrichment of
water vapour.
3.4

Impact of glaciation on isotopic distillation

The presence of liquid water reduces distillation compared
to the case where liquid water is absent: cloud droplets retained within the parcel buffer vapour isotopic composition
by exchanging isotopically with the vapour. This effect is
represented by the component αkl rl in the denominator of
the unbracketed term in Eq. (31). In the case where all condensates are removed from the parcel and no liquid water is
retained (rl = 0), buffering vanishes and the overall expression for change in vapour isotopic composition reduces to
a pure Rayleigh distillation process (Rayleigh and Ramsay,
1895; Dansgaard, 1964) with a modified fractionation factor (3). Maximum buffering from re-equilibration between
vapour and liquid occurs when rl is maximum, i.e. when
auto-conversion efficiency is zero and all condensates are retained and can exchange with water vapour. This condition is
termed the adiabatic scenario by Jouzel et al. (1975). The loss
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/7903/2013/
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of liquid water on glaciation results in a well-known transition between liquid and ice regimes during parcel ascent
(Federer et al., 1982; Moyer et al., 1996).
For illustrative purposes, we obtain an approximate solution in the ice and liquid regime by setting 3 constant. This
approximation is in most regions reasonable, since rv may
vary by four orders of magnitude during the ascent of a deep
convective system to the tropopause, but 3 − 1 varies up to
a factor of 5. The approximate solution in the warm, liquidonly region under the adiabatic assumption is found by replacing 3 (and αkl ) by a fixed fractionation factor 30 and
assuming rv + rl to be constant. Equation (31) can then be
integrated to yield
Rv =

Rv0 rv0
,
30 rv0 − (30 − 1) rv

where (Rv1 , rv1 ) is a reference point on the Rayleigh curve.
These “adiabatic” and “Rayleigh” solutions are shown in
Fig. 4 along with the full integrated solution of Eq. (31).
The behaviour of the full solution is well reproduced other
than in the coldest uppermost troposphere (where αki departs
significantly from 30 ) and of course in the transition region
between regimes.
As would be expected, the two approximate solutions yield
very different asymptotic values in the limit where all vapour
is removed from the air parcel (rv → 0). In the Rayleigh
regime, loss of all vapour corresponds to complete distillation of heavy isotopologues out of the vapour phase: Rv → 0
when rv → 0. In the adiabatic regime, Rv saturates at a finite
value Rv0 /30 when liquid water dominates total water. This
value corresponds to the state of vapour in isotopic equilibrium with liquid water when the latter inherits the surface
isotopic ratio of water vapour.
In the real world, rainout in the warm phase will limit the
buffering effect provided by liquid water. In this case the adiabatic solution would overestimate the heavy isotopologue
content during the initial stage of the ascent. Nevertheless,
the presence of liquid water is a powerful factor in isotopic
evolution. In the mixed-phase region, the location of the transition to the Rayleigh regime is governed by any inhibition
of glaciation that allows supercooled water to persist and remain a significant fraction of total water.
Sensitivity of vapour isotopic composition to cloud
physics

In this section, we use the framework developed above to
explore the sensitivity of the isotopic composition of wawww.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/7903/2013/

ter vapour to cloud processes and parameters: supersaturation, retention of liquid water, and the nature of glaciation.
In each set of experiments we vary a single parameter and
keep others fixed. Isotopic profiles are determined by integrating Eq. (31) from surface to tropopause along the trajectory of a rising air parcel. A similar approach was followed
by Federer et al. (1982) and Moyer et al. (1996). However,
to our knowledge no further extensive study of sensitivity of
isotopic profiles to microphysics in convective systems has
been conducted.
Unless otherwise stated, the reference scenario (i.e. we
vary one parameter at a time around this reference) from
which the sensitivity studies are performed assumes the following:

(33)

where Rv0 and rv0 are cloud base values of Rv and rv .
The approximate solution in the ice-only regime is found
by setting rl to zero to yield the expression for Rayleigh distillation:
 30 −1
rv
Rv = Rv1
,
(34)
rv1

4
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– there is no auto-conversion to deactivated/precipitated
species (i.e. Cl = 0)
– the WBF process plays no role (b = η = 0)
– full glaciation occurs at –31 ◦ C (the glaciation parameter is γ = 3.5; see Table 2)
– the value of saturation over ice is set by equilibrium saturation over liquid water in the mixed-phase zone and
saturates at 147 % for temperatures below −40 ◦ C (i.e.
the saturation parameter is ζ = 1)
The model integration assumes conditions typical of the
tropics. We take a cloud base at 1050 m with background
temperature and pressure profiles from a multi-annual average of the ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011) within
the 20◦ S–20◦ N latitude band. The isotopic ratios are initialised at cloud base with values typical of the marine
boundary layer for a relative humidity of 95 % and under
quiescent weather conditions: δD=−70 ‰ and δ 18 O=−10 ‰
(Craig and Gordon, 1965; Lawrence et al., 2004). All other
microphysical constants and parameters are given in the Appendix.
4.1

Sensitivity to vapour saturation

We first explore the effects of varying supersaturation in the
absence of the WBF process (η = 0). Although we do not
consider supersaturation over liquid in the liquid-only cloud
regime, supersaturation over ice in the mixed-phase and iceonly regime can have strong isotopic effects (Dansgaard,
1964; Jouzel and Merlivat, 1984; Moyer et al., 1996). As
Si increases, the effective fractionation factor will decrease
at any temperature, for both HDO/H2 O and H2 18 O/H2 O,
though the effects are stronger for H2 18 O/H2 O (see Sect. 2.3
for discussion of kinetic fractionation).
In our model, the specification of a constant saturation parameter ζ by definition produces some retained degree of
supersaturation over ice after the cloud has glaciated and
vapour pressure can drift away from liquid saturation. The effect of that supersaturation on − (3 − 1) is shown in Figs. 5a
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 7903–7935, 2013
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Fig. 4. (a and b) isotopic depletion of water vapour (solid black), (active) liquid water (solid blue) and ice surface layer (solid red) as
a function of the temperature of a rising cloud parcel, computed from integrating Eq. (31), compared to the simplified adiabatic and Rayleigh
solutions under constant generalised fractionation coefficient 30 (dashed). The integration of Eq. (31) is performed as described in the
default scenario of Sect. 4 and the values of 30 for the simplified laws of Eqs. (33) (adiabatic) and (34) (Rayleigh) are given in the right
panel. (a) is for HDO/H2 O and (b) is for H2 18 O/H2 O. (c) Ratio of the (active) liquid to vapour mass mixing ratios rl /rv . The glaciation
level is defined where rl drops below 10−6 kg kg−1 . (a, b) The isotopic ratio of active liquid water is computed as Rl = αkl Rv , and that of
(s)
ice surface layer is computed as Ri = αki Rv (δl and δi are the corresponding values in δ-notation). Note that the transition from adiabatic
to Rayleigh behaviour is less pronounced for oxygen 18 owing to smaller overall fractionation between vapour and condensed phase (the
relative mass difference between isotopologues is smaller).
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Fig. 5. Variations in the mixed-phase domain of 1−3 = 1−αki +η (αkl − αki ) and its components for the HDO/H2 O system (3 = generalised
fractionation factor). ξi has been set to 1, in coherence with the discussion in Sects. 4.1 and 4.3. (a) Sensitivity to saturation of 1 − αki
(corresponding to net adiabatic cooling of moisture); γ is set to 9. (b) Sensitivity to saturation of αkl − αki (corresponding to droplet
evaporation). The line in solid black marks the sign reversal. (a, b) Iso-ζ lines correspond to supersaturation over ice for each value of
ζ , as computed in the model. (c) Sensitivity of 1 − 3 to the WBF parameter η; ζ has been set to 1. η measures the ratio of the source of
vapour from droplet evaporation to that from net adiabatic cooling of moisture. Iso-γ curves show the variations of η for a rising cloud parcel
as computed in the model for each value of the glaciation parameter γ . η peaks at some cloud temperature which is somewhat higher than
glaciation temperature. This is due to enhanced conversion of liquid to ice near glaciation, while evaporation eventually tails off as liquid
water becomes depleted. For γ = 1 and 3, the WBF process reinforces depletion. For γ = 6, the WBF process enriches vapour with HDO so
that the depletion is decreased compared to the case η = 0. For γ = 9, the WBF effect is strong enough to exceed the effect of net adiabatic
moisture cooling and the overall effect is vapour enrichment in the range −30 ◦ C to −40 ◦ C.
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Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 5 but for the H2 18 O/H2 O system. H2 18 O/H2 O is more sensitive than HDO/H2 O to kinetic effects, which means
stronger fractionation limitation with ice supersaturation (a) and stronger re-enrichment in H2 18 O with the WBF effect (b), with onset of the
re-enrichment at higher cloud temperature. A larger portion of the positive domain of 1 − 3 in (c) is sampled along the trajectories of η than
for HDO/H2 O. Combining the effects of net moisture cooling and droplet evaporation, one can see that vapour is now re-enriched in heavy
isotopologue when γ = 6 in addition to γ = 9, compared to the HDO/H2 O system.

and 6a. For simplicity and readability, γ has been set to
9 and ξi to 1 in those figures (thus effective fractionation
is set to αki ), which slightly overestimates 3 in the liquidwater-dominated zone, but yields the expected value in the
glaciated zone where scenarios are sensitive to ζ . Choices
of ζ from 0 to 1 produce final supersaturation over ice
from 100 % to 150 %. Within this range of Si , at −40 ◦ C,
− (3 − 1) varies for HDO/H2 O by a factor of 1.5, from
−0.23 to −0.15 (Fig. 5a), and for H2 18 O/H2 O by a factor of
3, from −0.03 to −0.01 (note from Eq. (31) that − (3 − 1) is
the relevant metric for comparison of isotopic effects rather
than the effective fractionation factor 3). At temperatures
lower than −40 ◦ C, relative variations of − (3 − 1) = 1−αki
with saturation stay of the same order.
The resulting effects on isotopic profiles are shown in panels (a) and (d) of Fig. 7 (ξi is now set back to fi , following
Sect. 3.2.3). While isotopic changes in the glaciation region
itself are small, supersaturations persist during the remaining ascent to the tropopause, and progressive distillation as
water vapour deposits to ice means that supersaturation can
produce substantial isotopic effects: supersaturations of 100–
150 % (ζ of 0–1) produce isotopic profiles differing by up to
∼ 50 ‰ for δD and ∼ 150 ‰ for δ 18 O. The curves in panel
(a) of Fig. 7 actually converge at the coldest temperatures,
not because of any saturation effect but because the large
mass ratio D/H produces such strong fractionations that by
very cold temperatures, deuterium is fully stripped out of the
vapour phase, that is, δD → −1000 ‰, and the metric δD
loses sensitivity to saturation.
The sensitivity of water isotopologues to supersaturation
means that if numerical convective schemes are to realistiwww.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/7903/2013/

cally reproduce isotopic profiles they must involve a careful parametrization of in-cloud supersaturation. Simplified
parametrizations that depend only on temperature may not
be appropriate in convective models. The appropriate physics
for supersaturation in convective clouds involves a balance
between the adiabatic cooling rate of moisture and the rate
of vapour uptake due to growth of condensed phase (Squires
(1952); Twomey (1959); Korolev and Mazin (2003); see also
Appendix C). Higher updraft speeds, lower concentration of
ice particles or smaller crystals will result in higher supersaturations over ice, which limits isotopic fractionation, especially for 18 O.
Theory suggests that supersaturation in convective clouds
is constrained to within a few percentage points of the value
set by liquid saturation in liquid-water dominated zones and
can be highly variable in the glaciated zone. The conditions
of sustained liquid saturation in a mixed-phase updraft (necessary for vapour uptake on supercooled droplets) can be
derived within the theoretical framework developed by Ko? ;
rolev and Mazin (2003) (updraft velocity must exceed wup
see Appendix C). For an ice number concentration of 5 cm−3
and a mean ice equivalent radius of 20 µm (which are in
the range of observations for maritime convection) (Lawson et al., 2010; Stith et al., 2002)), steady-state liquid saturation at −20 ◦ C (i.e. 22 % supersaturation over ice) may
be sustained in a vertical stream of at least 16 m s−1 . If ice
number concentration falls to lower values, liquid saturation is even more readily sustained. However, many modelling studies, including at mesoscale (Hoffmann et al., 1998;
Schmidt et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2007; Yoshimura et al.,
2008; Tindall et al., 2009; Risi et al., 2010; Kurita et al.,
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 7903–7935, 2013
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Fig. 7. Values of water vapour δD (a–c) and δ 18 O (d–f) along cloud parcel temperature. (a, d) Sensitivity to the saturation parameter ζ . (b,
e) Sensitivity to the glaciation parameter γ (glaciation temperature decreasing as γ increases, see Table 2). (c, f) Sensitivity to liquid water
auto-conversion parameter Cl . Parameters not varied are taken from the default scenario of Sect. 4.

2011), use a parametrisation of ice supersaturation of the
form Si = 1 − λT [◦ C] (initially derived by Jouzel and Merlivat, 1984, to represent supersaturation in inversion layers
over Greenland and Antarctica). These parametrisations limit
supersaturation over ice at −20 ◦ C to 6–10 %, for the range
of choices in λ (between 0.003 ◦ C−1 and 0.005 ◦ C−1 according to Risi et al., 2012), less than half the value expected
for vigorous convection (i.e. 22 % over ice, set by saturation
over liquid). The sensitivity of isotopic compositions to supersaturation means that this discrepancy is significant for
models that track the isotopic composition of water vapour,
and should be a focus of future study (see further discussion
in Sect. 5).
4.2

Sensitivity to (isotopically active) liquid water
content

Liquid water content in clouds is affected by entrainment
rates, updraft velocities, precipitation efficiencies, particle
size distribution and the relative dominance of warm rain
versus ice processes (Cotton et al., 2011, chap. 8.12). The
supercooled liquid water content (SLWC) persisting in the
“mixed-phase zone” between 0 and −40 ◦ C is then expected
to be quite variable. Conditions that promote the retention
of high SLWC down to the homogeneous freezing level are
thought to exist in vigorous continental clouds with a shallow warm-phase zone where most liquid water is expected in
the form of large concentrations of small droplets (Kumjian
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 7903–7935, 2013

et al., 2012). Near-complete retention of liquid water has
indeed been observed for such conditions: Rosenfeld and
Woodley (2000) measured a near-adiabatic liquid water content of 1.8 g m−3 down to −37.5 ◦ C in a case of vigorous continental convection over the USA state of Texas. The other
extreme case of full glaciation at much warmer temperatures
is also documented: Stith et al. (2004) found no liquid water at temperatures colder than −17 ◦ C in cases of maritime
convection over Kwajalein, Marshall Islands. The isotopic
effects that arise from these variations in the size of the actively exchanging liquid water reservoir are expected to be
strong. Moreover, in the case of continental convection just
mentioned, a conservative assumption of 20 m s−1 for the updraught velocity and reported values of median volume diameter of supercooled droplets yields a median volume isotopic adjustment length scale of 14 m at −10 ◦ C, 39 m at
−20 ◦ C and 200 m at −35 ◦ C (see also Sect. 2.3). This suggests that a significant part of liquid water may not be considered to fully equilibrate with vapour at temperatures lower
than −20 ◦ C, at least during the active stage of convection.
In other words, the combined variability in the liquid water
content and in the fraction of actively exchanging droplets is
expected to significantly impact water vapour isotopic composition within convective systems.
We do not seek to accurately model the physics of removal of liquid water, as we are interested in the isotopic
consequences of variations in the liquid reservoir size. In our
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model, the vertical profile of active liquid water is primarily governed by two parameters that control auto-conversion
processes and the ability of supercooled droplets to survive
at negative temperatures: Cl , the auto-conversion coefficient,
and γ , which controls the conversion of liquid to ice and effectively sets the glaciation altitude.
Figure 7 (panels b and e) shows that vapour isotopic composition is sensitive to the altitude of glaciation. Changing the glaciation altitude (via γ ) with other parameters
held fixed changes the level of transition from the adiabatic to the Rayleigh isotopic regimes. Trajectories where the
cloud glaciates fully at lower altitudes (higher temperatures)
produce more depleted vapour isotopic compositions in the
middle and upper troposphere, since the strong Rayleigh
fractionation over ice begins earlier. If supercooled water is
retained to higher altitudes (lower temperature), vapour isotopic composition is relatively enhanced. The isotopic differences at some altitudes may be larger than 100 ‰ for δD.
The sensitivity of isotopic profiles to auto-conversion efficiency is also strong (Fig. 7, panels c and f). In this case, we
vary Cl from 0 (adiabatic active water content) to 0.5 km−1 .
At the highest value of Cl , active liquid water content at 0 ◦ C
level is reduced to 31 % of its adiabatic value. When Cl = 0,
the transition between the adiabatic regime in which vapour
exchanges with liquid cloud water to the Rayleigh regime is
sharp. As active liquid water content decreases, its buffering
effect is reduced and the transition between regimes becomes
less sharp. In the limit of full auto-conversion, rl = 0 and
isotopic evolution throughout cloud ascent occurs by pure
Rayleigh distillation.
Moyer et al. (1996) described a similar dependency of
cloud vapour isotopic composition to condensate retention,
under the assumption that all droplets actively re-equilibrate,
and showed the limiting cases of immediate condensate removal and full condensate retention. Federer et al. (1982)
pointed out that their microphysical model exhibits an adiabatic behaviour when raindrops are excluded from consideration as a result of assuming a continental droplet spectrum.
They also assumed that droplets are always in isotopic equilibrium with vapour. Our model results (Fig. 7) agree with
previous work in showing that the isotopic consequences of
retention of liquid water are strongest in the mid-troposphere.
Once glaciation is complete, isotopic differences due to liquid water content are gradually eroded by continued distillation.
4.3

Droplet evaporation in the mixed-phase region
(WBF)

In Sects. 4.1 and 4.2, glaciation was assumed to occur by
freezing of liquid droplets, so that the phase change itself
does not produce fractionation. If glaciation proceeds instead via the WBF process (liquid-vapour-ice), as previously
shown, it produces fractionation. We explore these isotopic
effects in our model by varying the parameter b, which govwww.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/7903/2013/
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erns the fraction of glaciation that occurs via WBF, from b =
0 (no WBF) to b = 1 (all glaciation by WBF). The glaciation
parameter γ is set to a high value, 9, to move final glaciation
to a high altitude, since isotopic effects of the WBF process
are most obvious at low temperatures, as will be discussed
below.
As seen in Fig. 8, the main isotopic effect produced by
the WBF is an enhancement in heavy isotopologues of water vapour that occurs in the glaciation region. The enhancement occurs because effective fractionation over liquid becomes larger than effective fractionation over ice at small
temperature, as was recognised by Ciais and Jouzel (1994)
and Moyer et al. (1996). This effect is illustrated in Figs. 5b
and 6b. The reason for this reversal is that as temperature
decreases, kinetic isotopic effects decrease αki and increase
αkl , as a result of growing liquid-ice disequilibrium, until
they cross. At this point, transferring water from liquid to
vapour and then re-condensing it as ice produces enrichment
of vapour, since freshly deposited ice is isotopically lighter
than the supercooled droplets. However, net ice deposition
and droplet growth following adiabatic cooling, corresponding to the term 1 − (ξi αki + (1 − ξi ) αkl ) in 3, always results
in a depletion of vapour isotopic composition. The balance
between these two counteracting processes produces the isotopic profiles seen in Fig. 8. The phenomenon of net isotopic enhancement occurs only at cold temperatures, when
αki < αkl and droplet evaporation can supply enough vapour
to outweigh the effects of adiabatic moisture cooling. In our
representation, the enhancement scales with the importance
of the WBF process in glaciation (i.e. b). Notice that Fig. 8
shows the upper bound of isotopic enrichment from WBF
because of the assumption of no auto-conversion in the reference scenario (auto-conversion would reduce the reservoir
of cloud liquid water available for evaporation).
While Fig. 8 shows isotopic profiles for only a single assumption of glaciation altitude (γ = 9), the occurrence and
location of the isotopic enhancement in different glaciation
conditions can be inferred from examining the generalised
fractionation factor 3. Figures 5c and 6c show − (3 − 1),
combining both WBF and the effects of adiabatic cooling
over the entire mixed-phase region for a range of the WBF
parameter η. The structure of dependence of generalised
fractionation upon the altitude of glaciation is simplified by
setting ξi = 1 in those figures, which makes the fractionation
term accommodating adiabatic cooling (ξi αki + (1 − ξi ) αkl )
independent of glaciation, but retains the dependence upon
the glaciation parameter in η. That is, we set − (3 − 1) =
1 − αki − η (αkl − αki ). As discussed previously, η measures
the ratio of the source of vapour from droplet evaporation to
that from net adiabatic cooling of moisture (it thus measures
the magnitude of WBF). Variations of η with cloud temperature are superimposed on the same panel, for rising parcels
with several values of the glaciation parameter γ (b is fixed
to 1 in those simulations). The values of η exhibit excursions which peak at temperatures somewhat warmer than the
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 7903–7935, 2013
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Fig. 8. (a) Sensitivity of δD along cloud parcel temperature to the
WBF parameter b with the glaciation parameter γ = 9 (glaciation
temperature –38 ◦ C). (b) Same as (a) for δ 18 O. Other parameters
are taken from the default scenario of Sect. 4.

glaciation temperatures of the parcels and decreasing with
increasing γ . This variation is due to enhanced conversion
of liquid to ice near glaciation, while evaporation eventually
tails off as liquid water becomes depleted. The generalised
fractionation factor (or rather − (3 − 1) here) is then determined according to the temperature and the excursion in η
along the trajectories of the parcels.
These results show that if glaciation is largely completed at
low altitudes (warm temperatures), the WBF effect can only
yield further isotopic depletion. Net enhancement of vapour
isotopic composition via WBF occurs when 1 − 3 > 0. This
circumstance is reached only when sufficient liquid water is
retained at cold temperatures (∼ −30 ◦ C or less). The isotopic effect of the WBF process therefore depends on the
average level to which supercooled droplets have managed
to survive conversion to ice. Note that WBF enhancement
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 7903–7935, 2013

of isotopic composition occurs more readily for H2 18 O/H2 O
than for HDO/H2 O, with onset at warmer temperatures. This
effect is not surprising, since the WBF is driven by nonequilibrium processes that result in stronger kinetic fractionation effects for the system H2 18 O/H2 O than for HDO/H2 O.
We note that the simplification ξi = 1 in Figs. 5c and 6c
slightly overestimates 1−3 > 0 when η = 0; the minimum η
for WBF enhancement would be slightly lower without that
simplification.
Conditions where the WBF effect is important could be
produced when strong convection loses buoyancy and enters
its dissipating stage. If a significant amount of supercooled
droplets have survived to low temperatures during the preceding active stage, then ice will begin to grow at the expense of droplet evaporation in residual vapour-limited uplifts at temperatures above −40 ◦ C. These ice crystals eventually serve as seeds for stratiform precipitation. Theory predicts also that the WBF process is more efficient than heterogeneous freezing in transforming supercooled liquid to ice
at these low temperatures (Orville and Kopp, 1977, Fig. 3).
Thus, we speculate that the transition from convective to
stratiform physics, in cases of strong convection, may produce an isotopic enhancement in the ∼ −30 ◦ C to −40 ◦ C
region, especially for 18 O.
Finally, note that models can only simulate WBF isotopic
enhancement if they represent kinetic effects for both droplet
evaporation and ice deposition within the mixed-phase zone.
If kinetic effects are neglected for both processes, as in Federer et al. (1982), then no enhancement is possible.

5

Deuterium oxygen-18 relationship

It is common in geochemistry, when multiple isotopologue
systems are available, to exploit the relationships between
different isotopologues as tracers of relevant physical processes. These comparisons can both eliminate dependence
on the concentration of the primary species and can elucidate subtle kinetic effects that affect isotopologues differently. With atmospheric water vapour, the very large change
in concentration – four orders of magnitude from surface to
tropopause – makes direct comparison of δ 18 O and δD especially useful, and it has been used since the inception of
isotopic measurements (e.g. Craig, 1961a; Dansgaard, 1964;
Merlivat and Jouzel, 1979).
In our model, we can readily combine the separate distillation equations (d ln Rv /dz) for HDO/H2 O and H2 18 O/H2 O
(see Eq. 31) in order to eliminate the dependence on water
vapour concentration. Combining these equations yields the
local slope of δD vs. δ 18 O in the vapour phase:
18 O
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where the superscript labels the isotopologue systems
HDO/H2 O and H2 18 O/H2 O.
Among the factors in the right-hand side of Eq. (35) that
control the slope, the first two (term 1) are pure scaling terms.
The third factor (term 2) contains the dependence upon liquid water content rl . It is relatively invariant, being bound
between 1 and 1 + 0.2(rv /rl + 1)−1 for temperature down to
−40 ◦ C. Even in the most extreme case without liquid autoconversion, water vapour would constitute at least 20 % of
total water content in the lower troposphere (rv /rl > 0.2),
so that this factor does not exceed 1.16. Thus, while liquid water re-equilibration with vapour has strong effects on
isotopic ratios, it is relatively unimportant to the δD−δ 18 O
slope. The main factor controlling the slope (term 3) arises
from the different tendencies of fractionation in HDO/H2 O
and H2 18 O/H2 O for rising parcels and depends on the local
thermodynamical and microphysical conditions.
Although the δD−δ 18 O slope is nearly invariant to convective conditions at low altitudes, it becomes highly sensitive in
the mixed-phase region and above (Fig. 9, which shows the
slope given by Eq. (35) with extreme choices for vapour saturation and glaciation temperature). In the liquid-only regime
of the lower troposphere and down to about −20 ◦ C in the
mixed-phase regime, no choice of parameters causes much
dispersion and the value of the slope remains close to 8, the
slope of the meteoric water line originally defined from precipitation samples by Craig (1961b). At higher altitudes and
lower temperature, the deviation from the meteoric water line
is significant and the choice of cloud parameters becomes
important. In conditions close to ice saturation, the slope lies
below 8, but at high supersaturations it can actually exceed
8.
Figure 10a shows how the differences in slope discussed above translate to differences between trajectories in
δD−δ 18 O space. It appears that the relative dispersion due to
vapour saturation dominates the dispersion due to glaciation
temperature. Greater separation with saturation is promoted
at low temperatures while the separation due to glaciation
temperature is bound by the converging slopes in Fig. 9. This
dominance of sensitivity to supersaturation suggests that it
may be possible to estimate its value from the joint measurement of δD and δ 18 O, regardless of the knowledge of
the glaciation temperature. Such possibility is hampered by
the sensitivity of the slope to the WBF process, as seen in
Fig. 10b (where WBF is measured from the WBF fraction b
of liquid to ice conversion). This sensitivity is concentrated
in the temperature range ∼ −30 ◦ C to −40 ◦ C where WBF
enhancement takes place and results in successive sign reversals of the generalised fractionation coefficients (as seen
in Figs. 5c and 6c). Additional information can, however, be
provided by parcel temperature; isotherms in the δD−δ 18 O
space depend on glaciation temperature and WBF fraction.
The isotherms (see Figs. 10a and b) separate more with γ
and b at warm temperatures where the iso-ζ curves merge
than at low temperatures where the iso-ζ curves separate.
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Fig. 9. Slope of δD versus δ 18 O as a function of cloud parcel
temperature with extreme choices for vapour saturation (ζ = 0 and
ζ = 1, corresponding to 100 % and 147 % final saturation over ice;
see Table 2) and glaciation temperature (γ = 1 and γ = 9; see Table 2). No WBF effect is considered. The vertical line indicates the
value 8 used in the definition of d-excess (when the slope of δD
versus δ 18 O equals 8, d-excess is conserved).

Consequently, one expects that the simultaneous measurement of δD, δ 18 O and T provides a joint estimation of b
and γ at warm temperature, leaving ζ fairly undetermined,
whereas it provides an estimate of ζ but leaves b and γ fairly
undetermined at low temperatures. These properties are exploited in the next section. Any additional independent measurement or hypothesis that links the parameters would reduce the uncertainty. For instance, in updrafts sufficiently
strong to sustain vapour pressure in excess of liquid satura∗ ; see Appendix C), the conditions for droplet
tion (wup > wup
evaporation are not met and the WBF process can be discarded.
The variability in the δD versus δ 18 O relationship found
in cold, glaciated regions of a rising convective system suggests that the commonly used metric of deuterium excess (d),
originally defined by Dansgaard (1964) as d = δD−8δ 18 O to
account for kinetic effects in meteoric water formation and
precipitation, may be highly sensitive to in-cloud processes.
Any deviation from the value 8 in Fig. 9 is indicative of a positive or negative tendency in deuterium excess.
Profiles of deuterium excess along parcel trajectories exhibit both vertical structure and sensitivity to assumptions
about cloud processes. Figure 11 shows the sensitivity of
d to saturation, glaciation parameter, and the WBF effect.
From the boundary layer to about −20 ◦ C, d is roughly
constant at d ≈ 10 ‰ in all simulations, because the slope
dδD/dδ 18 O stays close to 8 (as shown in Fig. 9). In the midto upper troposphere (11–15 km), however, modelled deuterium excess shows wide variations, ranging from −200 to
+300 ‰. d in this region is reduced by larger supersaturations, higher glaciation altitudes, and increased WBF, with
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 7903–7935, 2013
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Fig. 10. (a) Sensitivity of the δD−δ 18 O relationship to glaciation and saturation parameters γ and ζ . Glaciation proceeds as
pure freezing (b = 0). (b) Same as (a) but glaciation proceeds
as a pure WBF process (b = 1) when the glaciation parameter is
γ = 9. Isotherm curves at −80 ◦ C, −70 ◦ C, −60 ◦ C and −50 ◦ C
are shown for varying ζ from 0 to 1 under the following scenarios: γ = 1, b = 0 (solid lines, panels a and b), γ = 9, b = 0 (dashed
lines, panel a), γ = 9, b = 1 (dashed lines, panel b).

some combinations driving d negative, typically at convective detrainment levels. In the tropopause transition region
(above 15 km), modelled d is positive in nearly all conditions
but with variations of up to a thousand permil, depending on
cloud processes.
The vertical structure and sensitivity in d may make it
a useful tracer of cloud processes, but care must be taken
to understand the factors that affect it. Several recent modelling studies (Bony et al., 2008; Blossey et al., 2010; Kurita et al., 2011) have used d as a tracer of upper tropospheric air subsiding to the surface, while using simplified
parametrized physics of vapour saturation. In global models Si = 1 − λT [◦ C] is often used (Hoffmann et al., 1998;
Schmidt et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2007; Yoshimura et al., 2008;
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 7903–7935, 2013
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Fig. 11. (a) Deuterium excess values for conditions of equilibrium
saturation over ice (ζ = 0) and varying values of the glaciation
and WBF parameters, γ and b, as indicated in the panel. Magenta
area: range of d-excess values when the saturation is parameterized as Si = 1 − λT [ ◦ C] where λ varies in the range 0.003 ◦ C−1
– 0.005 ◦ C−1 , and the glaciation temperature is −15 ◦ C (γ = 1.5).
(b) Same as (a) except for conditions of equilibrium saturation over
liquid water in the mixed-phase zone (ζ = 1). The case ζ = b = 0
and γ = 1 is reproduced from panel (a) for the sake of comparison.

Tindall et al., 2009; Risi et al., 2010; Kurita et al., 2011) as
discussed in Sect. 4.1. Spanning the range of λ used across
these studies, assuming a glaciation temperature of ∼ −15 ◦ C
and no WBF, yields d-excess in convective cores that increase monotonically with altitude to reach values of 20–
130 ‰ between 12 and 14 km (see Fig. 11). These values are
grossly consistent with our scenarios where ζ ∼ 0.4 − 0.5,
which saturate at 18–23 % over ice below –40 ◦ C. However,
as discussed throughout this paper, physical processes may
well vary outside those assumptions, which would yield very
different values of d-excess at low temperatures.
Our prediction is that low or negative values of d-excess
could be found in and near convective clouds at detrainment levels given conditions of high supersaturation, high
glaciation altitude, or a significant WBF effect. In particular,
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/7903/2013/
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vapour-limited conditions that could take place in stratiform
anvils and promote supercooled droplet evaporation should
be marked by a shift of up to −100 ‰ in the deuteriumexcess of vapour. We stress that a better understanding of the
drivers of d-excess variations is important for the interpretation of field measurements.

Cl , γ , and b, as well as the values of vapour isotopic compo18
sition at cloud base δ0D and δ0 O . These parameters are treated
as independent random variables and sampled from uniform
distributions (U) over plausible ranges of values:

6

P (γ ) = U ([1, 9]) ,
P (b) = U ([0, 1]) ,


P (δ0 D) = U −90 ‰, −70 ‰ ,


P (δ0 18 O) = U −15 ‰, −10 ‰ .

Towards a retrieval of physical parameters from
water isotopologues

The modelling framework presented here allows us to test
quantitatively how combined observations of water vapour
δ 18 O and δD at several altitudes can provide informations
about in-cloud conditions, including vapour supersaturation
and the profile of (isotopically active) cloud liquid water. Although the environment of a convective core means that it
is unlikely that in situ measurements can be obtained there,
high altitude aircraft measurements in anvil clouds seem to
be able to sample convective outflow that is sufficiently recent that neither strong mixing with the environment nor
evaporation of lofted ice has occurred. Such well resolved
measurements give the hope to achieve observational data
at cloud top (in the range 12 to 14 km typically). At the
same time, it seems relatively easy to perform observations
at cloud base (or in the boundary layer air being entrained).
We therefore look for cases in which isotopic observations
at these altitudes can provide information about cloud processes. We do not seek to be exhaustive as our main purpose
is illustrative.
To evaluate whether this type of measurement campaign
can provide insight into convective physics, we test the
utility of these isotopic measurements in retrieving three
arbitrarily chosen parameters of interest: ζ , which measures vapour saturation; rl [−20 ◦ C], the abundance of supercooled water at −20 ◦ C; and
 Tg , the temperature of full
glaciation defined as Tg = T rl = 10−6 . We combine the
cloud base and cloud top measurements into two composite “observables” chosen to be particularly sensitive to cloud
saturation and to cloud liquid water profile, respectively.
The saturation-sensitive
observable quantity is defined as

 18
 D

R (top)
Rv O (top)
/ ln R Dv (gnd) where “top” and “gnd” re9 = ln 18 O
Rv

(gnd)

v

spectively denote cloud top and cloud base observations;
the liquid-sensitive
observable quantity is defined as 5 =

R D (top)

ln R Dv (gnd) , which contains information on the vertical prov
file of cloud liquid water.
Owing to the complexity of in-cloud isotopic physics, even
within our model, there is no simple deterministic relation
between these isotopic observables and cloud parameters; the
problem is under-determined. We can, however, examine the
statistical relationship between composite observables and
parameters to be retrieved, taking into account the ranges of
possible values for all unknown cloud parameters. We set up
a Monte Carlo simulation, varying our control parameters ζ ,
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/7903/2013/

P (ζ ) = U ([0, 1]) ,
h
i
P (Cl ) = U 0km−1 , 0.5km−1 ,

Uniform distribution is the simplest possible choice for this
study. If more realistic distributions were available, the process followed here would easily be adapted to incorporate
that increase in knowledge. We generate 106 simulations and
then use a kernel-based method (Botev et al., 2010) to estimate the joint probability densities of composite observables
9 and 5 with relevant cloud parameters: p (ζ, 9), p Tg , 5
and p (rl [−20 ◦ C] , 5).
Figure 12 shows the joint distributions estimated from that
procedure at 12 and 14 km. In many cases, a compact relation
emerges, indicating that isotopic measurements provide robust tracers of cloud parameters. Relationships are generally
stronger at one altitude than another. Supersaturation is more
readily retrieved at higher altitudes, where the footprint of
signals from the various processes involved in cloud glaciation has partially vanished, and parameters associated with
cloud glaciation are, logically enough, more readily retrieved
at lower altitudes, closer to the glaciation region. The saturation parameter ζ is essentially linear with 9 at both altitudes
(panels a and d), but ζ is better resolved by 9 at 14 km than at
12 km. Isotopic measurements at 12 km, conversely, are better tracers of glaciation temperature Tg (b and e) and liquid
water content rl [−20 ◦ C] (c and f) than measurements performed at 14 km. These results are consistent with inferences
about the use of δ 18 O and δD measurements drawn in Sect. 5.
A finer analysis shows that processes controlling liquid
to ice transition (i.e. γ , b) and auto-conversion (i.e.
 Cl )
compete to broaden the joint distributions p Tg , 5 and
p (rl [−20 ◦ C] , 5). In practice, these joint statistics can be
improved by incorporating a priori information on cloud processes (e.g. polarimetric radar observations, CAPE estimation), which is essentially equivalent to reducing the Monte
Carlo sampling to a subset of cases. A full treatment of observations should also involve a Bayesian analysis that takes
into account observational errors.
Although we suggest here new ways of exploring convective physics from isotopic measurements, more work is
needed to assess how our conclusions apply to real world
clouds, especially regarding the assumption of adiabaticity
made throughout the paper. The extent of mixing between
cumulus clouds and their environment is far from a settled
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 7903–7935, 2013
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Fig. 12. First row: cloud top isotopic ratios (RvD (top), Rv O (top)) taken at 12 km. (a): values of the joint probability density p(ζ, 9) as
 18



Rv O (top)
RvD (top)
a function of the saturation parameter ζ and 9 = ln
. (b) Values of the joint probability density p(Tg , 5) as
/ ln
D
18 O
Rv (gnd)
Rv (gnd)
RvD (top)
a function of the glaciation temperature Tg and 5 = ln
. (c) Values of the joint probability density p(rl [−20 ◦ C], 5) as a function
D

Rv (gnd)

of the supercooled liquid water content at –20 ◦ C rl [−20 ◦ C] and 5. Second row (d), (e) and (f): same as first row (a), (b) and (c) but for
18
cloud top isotopic ratios taken at 14 km. RvD (gnd) and Rv O (gnd) are cloud base isotopic ratios.

question. While the traditional thinking in convective studies (Riehl and Malkus, 1958) is that only non entraining or
weakly entraining parcels can penetrate to the highest levels,
modern LES/CRM studies find that the flux of undiluted air
at upper tropospheric levels is negligible (Romps and Kuang,
2010; Sherwood et al., 2013). The latter studies usually focus on isolated cumulus clouds in their developing stage, so
that their conclusions may not be transferable to storms in
their fully developed stage or to more organised forms of
convection. Therefore, it is not necessarily unrealistic to assume undiluted ascent as an initial working assumption when
large mesoscale convective systems are considered. Further
developments are then needed to estimate how entrainment
impacts our conclusions, but these are beyond the scope of
this paper. Our purpose here is to give evidence as to how
a carefully designed observational campaign that measures
isotopic composition of water vapour in air that has been processed by clouds can provide insights into previously hidden
convective processes.
7

Conclusions

This work revisits the basic processes setting the isotopic
composition of water vapour in a rising unmixed air parcel,
with a consistent and physically-based treatment of microphysics and thermodynamics over vapour, liquid water and
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 7903–7935, 2013

cloud ice. It is motivated by the current trend in the literature
to investigate cloud processes from isotopic measurements
(Fudeyasu et al., 2008; Lawrence and Gedzelman, 1996,
2003; Risi et al., 2008; Kurita et al., 2011; Berkelhammer
et al., 2012) and the need to re-examine some widely used assumptions regarding convective physics in global models. By
investigating the sensitivity of isotopic composition to relevant parameters of cloud physics, this work also suggests
new ways to estimate these parameters from carefully designed measurements of isotopologues. We limit the scope
of this study to updraft physics and its intrinsic variability,
and for this reason consider the boundary layer conditions
as fixed and neglect any processus related to evaporation of
precipitations and entrainment.
We show that isotopic kinetic effects at evaporation/deposition are driven not only by the differential molecular diffusivity between light and heavy isotopologues, as
is sometimes suggested, but also by the preferential uptake
of heavy isotopologues at condensate surface. Both effects
conspire to set up gradients in molecular abundance across
a diffusive boundary layer surrounding condensate, which
differ between heavy and light isotopologues. We also show
that the magnitude of isotopic kinetic effects is reduced by
thermal impedance to crystal growth/droplet evaporation in
a way that vanishes with altitude.
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Model simulations replicate the well-known regime transition between warm, liquid-only clouds where vapour isotopic
evolution is buffered to some extent by re-equilibration with
liquid water, and cold, fully glaciated clouds in which isotopic evolution is essentially pure Rayleigh distillation, modified only by the kinetic effects associated with the growth
of ice particles. The dominant convective variables affecting
vapour isotopic composition are the profile of supercooled
water in active equilibrium with vapour within the intervening mixed-phase regime (between 0 ◦ C and −40 ◦ C), the supersaturation over ice in the ascending air parcel, which governs kinetic modifications to isotopic fractionation, and the
route to cloud glaciation (through the Wegener–Bergeron–
Findeisen WBF process versus freezing). These parameters
are affected by the number density of cloud particles and the
updraft speed of the rising air parcel. In particular, the size of
the supercooled liquid water reservoir that can be considered
in isotopic balance with vapour depends on droplets spectra and updraft strength. In the mixed-phase region, we show
that glaciation by the WBF process, which is expected to occur in vapour limited conditions, may produce an isotopic
enhancement provided supercooled droplets have survived
to very low temperatures (−30 ◦ C to −40 ◦ C). This effect is
stronger for the system H2 18 O/H2 O and, consequently, may
produce a shift in d-excess of up to −100 ‰. Such conditions may happen during transition from active convection to
decaying stratiform stage.
Since severe turbulence, hail and icing conditions are ubiquitous within active convective cores, in situ sampling of
such environments comes at a very high risk. Because water
vapour within convective systems and their immediate surrounding has acquired its isotopic composition in updrafts,
it may be possible to use isotopic measurements to probe
convective physics remotely. We have described how measurements of δD and δ 18 O at cloud base and over restricted
altitude regions at cloud top can be combined to estimate supersaturation and supercooled liquid water contents within
updrafts. The fact that in-cloud measurements are not required greatly simplifies experimental requirements and can
facilitate planning future measurement strategies. Cloud base
measurements can be easily obtained from ground-based instruments and cloud top measurements would be possible
from aircraft campaigns (Hanisco et al., 2007; Sayres et al.,
2010) or even remotely by absorption in the mid-infrared
(Nassar et al., 2007; Randel et al., 2012), active microwave
limb sounding (Kursinski et al., 2004), or possibly by farinfrared thermal emission (Herbin et al., 2009). If measuring
the isotopic composition of vapour at cloud top is sufficient,
then a relatively tractable measurement program using existing techniques may permit diagnosing aspects of cloud dynamics from space.
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Appendix A
Diffusional growth rate of droplets and ice crystals
We consider a single droplet or an ice crystal of mass m,
growing by diffusion of water vapour to its surface. We further assume that the droplet or crystal has already grown
from its nucleus and that its temperature is homogeneous.
We assume the contribution of heavy isotopologues is small,
so that m corresponds to the mass of light water within the
condensate. The rate of mass accretion according to stationary diffusion theory is then given by Pruppacher and Klett
(1978) as
Z
−−→
dm
−
→
= Kv fv ∇ ρv · d 2 σ
dt
S


= −4π CKv fv ρv(s) − ρv(∞) ,
(A1)
where (s) stands for the surface of the droplet or the ice crystal and (∞) for the far field environment, C is the droplet
radius or crystal capacitance (an effective radius for diffusional growth that depends only on the geometry of the crystal), Kv is the molecular diffusivity of light vapour and fv
is the ventilation coefficient for light vapour that describes
enhancement of mass accretion over pure diffusive theory
owing to the condensate fall relatively to the air. The light
vapour density field ρv satisfies the stationary Laplace equa(s)
tion ∇ 2 ρv = 0 with boundary conditions ρv = ρv at the sur(∞)
face of the condensate and ρv = ρv in the far field. Equa(s)
(∞)
tion (A1) holds for both deposition, when ρv < ρv , and
(s)
(s)
evaporation, when ρv > ρv .
We assume here a scale separation between submillimetric diffusive processes and hydrodynamics, so that
(∞)
the far field values of vapour concentration ρv and tem(∞)
perature T
are equivalent to the macroscopic values in
the air parcel being modelled. This approximation might be
questionable in highly turbulent regions of convective clouds
(Lanotte et al., 2009).
We assume also that phase equilibrium applies at the surface of the droplet or the ice crystal. In this case surface
vapour concentration corresponds to saturation at surface
(s)
l,i
temperature and pressure: ρv = ρsat
[T (s) , p], where T (s) is
the surface temperature of the condensate and “sat” stands
for the equilibrium saturation value at the indicated temper(s)
ature and pressure. This assumption on ρv breaks down for
very small droplets (essentially inactivated aerosols) when
surface curvature and salt concentration effects cannot be ignored, but those conditions can be neglected in isotopic models since total water content in particles this small is negligible compared to remaining vapour and so has negligible isotopic effect. Further comments on the growth of ice crystals
are provided at the end of this section.
The accretion or evaporation represented by Eq. (A1) is
associated with a corresponding release or intake of latent
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 7903–7935, 2013
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heat dQ/dt = −Ll,i dm/dt (where Ll,i is the latent heat of
vaporisation or sublimation). Continuity of the heat flow at
the surface of the particle requires that this heat source is
balanced by the diffusive flux of heat between the particle
and its environment. This balance holds because the rate of
heat storage accommodating the variation of particle temperature as it rises within the cloud is negligible compared to the
rate of latent heat release and that of diffusive heat export, as
evidenced by the smallness of thermal relaxation times (Mason, 1956; see also Supplement Sect. 2 and Fig. B1). Heat
diffusion can then be handled in the same way as vapour diffusion since the underlying physical processes are formally
equivalent. Hence, we have
dm
dQ
= −Ll,i
dt
Zdt
−
→ −−→
= kh fh ∇ T · d 2 σ


(A2)

The temperature field satisfies ∇ 2 T = 0 with boundary conditions T = T (s) at the surface of the condensate and T =
T (∞) in the far field. kh is the thermal conductivity of moist
air and fh is the thermal ventilation coefficient.
Replacing Eq. (A1) in Eq. (A2) yields




kh fh T (s) − T (∞) = −Ll,i Kv fv ρv(s) − ρv(∞) ,

(A3)

which shows that the surface temperature of the condensate
is raised above the environmental temperature during deposition, or lowered below it during evaporation, as expected.
Since water vapour at the particle surface is assumed to
(s)
(∞)
be at saturation, ρv − ρv can be expressed as a function
of densities at saturation and then expanded to first order in
T (s) − T (∞) by using the Clausius–Clapeyron relation, leading to

T (∞)





#−1
Ll,i
−1
.
Rv∗ T (∞)

l,i (∞)
∼ ρsat


1 − Sl,i



Ll,i
(s)
(∞)
−
1
T
−
T
,
Rv∗ T (∞)

(A4)

l,i (∞)
l,i  (∞) 
where ρsat is shorthand for ρsat
T
, p and Sl,i =
(∞) l,i (∞)
ρv /ρsat
is the relative humidity of the air parcel over
liquid water or ice.
The rate of mass accretion for droplets or ice crystals can
be then rewritten as a function of parcel temperature only by
(s)
(∞)
solving for ρv − ρv from Eq. (A3) and Eq. (A4), and then
replacing it in Eq. (A1) (Mason, 1971):


dm
l,i (∞)
= −4π Cfv Kv 1 − Sl,i Al,i ρsat ,
dt
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(A6)

The Al,i are transfer coefficients between vapour and condensate that represent reduced mass accretion (or loss) owing to
the need to extract (or provide) latent heat of condensation
(or evaporation) across the diffusive boundary layer.
The impeding effect of thermal diffusion on crystal growth
varies with altitude in the cloud. From Eqs. (A3) and (A4),
the temperature difference across the boundary layer may be
obtained and arranged as follows:
 fv l,i (∞)
Ll,i
q
1 − Sl,i
cp
Lef sat
| {z h}
|{z}
2

1

= −4π Ckh fh T (s) − T (∞) .

1

l,i (∞)

fv Kv Ll,i ρsat
Al,i = 1 +
fh kh T (∞)




+

"

T (s) − T (∞) = −

S

ρv(s) − ρv(∞)

with


Ll,i fv
1

× 1 +
(∞)

cp Lefh T
|{z} | {z } |
1



Ll,i
∗
Rv T (∞)
{z

2

|

3

{z

Al,i
l,i (∞)

−1


l,i (∞) 
− 1 qsat  , (A7)

}
}

l,i (∞)

where qsat
= ρsat /ρ (∞) is the saturation specific humidity with respect to liquid water or ice, measured in the far
field, and the Lewis number Le = Kh /Kv measures the ratio
between thermal and molecular diffusivity (thermal diffusivity Kh is defined by kh = ρ (∞) cp Kh ). It can be shown from
the kinetic theory of gases that Le is a function of gas mixture composition only (i.e. it is independent of temperature
and pressure), and that term 2 of Eq. (A7) is close to 1 (see
Supplement Sect. 1). Term 1 is weakly dependent on teml,i (∞)
perature and the strong decrease of qsat
with decreasing
temperature (see Appendix D1) dominates the temperature
dependency of term 3. Thus, thermal impedance to crystal
growth depends on altitude mostly through Sl,i (it vanishes
l,i (∞)
at exact saturation) and qsat . For the sake of illustration,
consider a cloud parcel at −20 ◦ C (8.5 km a.g.l.) with 10 %
supersaturation over ice. In these conditions, our model (see
Sect. 3) shows that growing crystals are heated 0.4 ◦ C above
T (∞) , evaporating droplets are cooled 0.4 ◦ C below T (∞) and
Al,i is ∼ 0.65, so the crystal growth is reduced. As the parcel
rises within the cloud and its temperature drops, the temperatures at droplet surface approach that of the environment
(T (s) − T (∞) eventually vanishes) and Al,i approaches unity,
i.e. crystal growth is no longer impeded by heat diffusion.

(A5)
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Appendix B
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Derivation of the kinetic fractionation factor and isotopic
relaxation time for droplets and ice
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The evolution of the isotopic ratio Rl for the whole droplet
can now be derived from Eqs. (A5) and (B2) by assuming a homogeneous isotopic composition within the droplet,
a reasonable assumption given the fast self-diffusion of liquid water (Wang, 1951b). With this assumption, the surface
isotopic composition holds for the whole droplet, that is,
(s)
Rl = Rl and Rl = m0 /m. It is also reasonable to further assume a spherical droplet of some radius a, in which case the
effective radius C becomes a and the mass m = 34 πa 3 ρdrop ).
Then the tendency on droplet isotopic ratio becomes

dm0
dm
− Rl
dt
dt
l (∞) 
3ρ
= − 2 sat
− Kv fv Rl Al (1 − Sl )
a ρdrop
 


Rl
Rl
0 0
(∞)
+ Kv fv Sl
− Rv
+ Al (1 − Sl )
.
αl
αl
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where m0 is the mass of the heavy isotopologue within the
droplet, ρ 0 v(s) and ρ 0 v(∞) are the densities of the heavy isotopologue vapour at the surface of the droplet and in the air parcel,
Kv0 is molecular diffusivity of the heavy vapour, and fv0 is the
corresponding coefficient.
In the case of a droplet, equilibrium fractionation is as(s)
(s)
sumed to apply at its surface, thus Rv = Rl /αl , where
(s)
Rl is the isotopic ratio of liquid water at the droplet surface (as stated in Appendix A, this assumption is reasonable
for droplets much larger than the size of the initial condensation nucleus). We can then express the vapour pressure of
(s) (s)
heavy water isotopologues as ρ 0 (s)
v = Rl ρv /αl . If we then
(s)
take ρv from Eq. (A4), Eq. (B1) becomes

dRl
1
=
dt
m

40
cloud temp. [°C]

The kinetic modification to the fractionation factor can be
derived by considering the accretion of heavy and light isotopologues separately. Since diffusion of all water isotopologues is governed by the same physics, the rate of accretion
of a heavy water isotopologue onto a cloud droplet or crystal can be written analogously to that for light isotopes (cf.
Eq. A1):
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Fig. B1. (a) [dash-dotted black]: isotopic equilibration time τdrop
(Eq. (B5), Appendix B). [dotted black]: freezing time tf (Eq. (6),
Online Supplement). [solid black]: thermal equilibration time th
(Eq. (8), Supplement). Computations assume droplets of radius: 5,
10, 20, 30 and 40 µm. [solid blue]: times of phase relaxation over
pure liquid water τpl (Eq. (C2), Appendix C) assuming an updraft
velocity of 10 m s−1 and for values of Nl a of 103 and 104 µm cm−3 .
[solid red]: times of phase relaxation over pure ice τpi (Eq. (C3),
Appendix C) assuming an updraft velocity of 10 m s−1 and for values of Ni ai of 1 and 100 µm cm−3 . [dashed black]: characteristic
time to set-up a diffusive boundary layer around spherical particles
of varying radii (5 µm, 10 µm, 20 µm, 30 µm, 40 µm), which is also
the time necessary to set-up kinetic isotope fractionation between
particle surface and far field environment. Computation follows
Sect. 13.1.1 of Pruppacher and Klett (1978). (b) [solid blue]: Values of quasi-steady supersaturation over pure liquid water Sqsl − 1
(Eq. (C2), Appendix C) assuming an updraft velocity of 10 m s−1
and for the same values of Nl a as in (a). [solid red]: Values of quasisteady supersaturation over pure ice Sqsi −1 (Eq. (C3), Appendix C)
assuming an updraft velocity of 10 m s−1 and for the same values
of Ni ai as in (a). [dashed red]: value of ice supersaturation set by
equilibrium saturation over liquid water. Sqsi − 1 is unlikely to get
above this value. (a–b) For both panels, temperature, pressure and
vapour saturation used in the computations are taken along a reference integration of the cloud model as described in Sect. 4.

(B3)
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Equation (B3) is equivalent to Eq. (5) of Jouzel et al.
(1975), and to Eq. (20) of Gedzelman and Arnold (1994) if
their (1 + b) is replaced by A−1
l . Equation (B3) can be seen
as an adjustment of droplet isotopic composition, if rewritten
as
l (∞)

3ρ
dRl
Rl
+ 2 sat Kv0 fv0 Sl Rv(∞) ,
=−
dt
τdrop a ρdrop

(B4)

The factor τdrop is then an e-folding time of droplet isotopic relaxation to equilibrium with its environment:
τdrop =

(∞)

(eq)

Rl

a2ρ

drop αl
l (∞) 0 0
3ρsat Kv fv

|

of increasingly smaller radius: droplets should be no larger
in radius than 20 µm at −4 ◦ C, 10 µm at −22 ◦ C and 5 µm
at −36 ◦ C (as illustrated in Fig. B1). Faster updraft speeds
would yield even smaller critical radii. It is thus expected
that only a fraction of cloud liquid water fully re-equilibrates
with surrounding vapour and that this portion decreases at
lower temperatures (see also discussion in Sect. 4.1).
The cloud water droplets that adjust rapidly to their environment through their diffusive layer reach a stationary isotopic pseudo-equilibrium:

{z
1

=

αl Sl Rv

v fv
(Sl + Al (1 − Sl )) − αl K
K 0 f 0 Al (1 − Sl )

.

(B6)

v v

}


−1
Kv fv
× (Sl + Al (1 − Sl )) − αl 0 0 Al (1 − Sl )
.
K f
|
{z v v
}

(B5)

2

The degree of adjustment depends on droplet size, vapour
saturation and altitude within the cloud. In a liquid-saturated
environment (i.e. Sl = 1), τdrop reduces to the under-braced
term 1 of Eq. (B5), which is also the relaxation time for stationary droplets, as defined by Jouzel et al. (1975) and Stewart (1975). In this case, the kinetic theory of gases under the
rigid elastic spheres approximation (Chapman
 and Cowling,

l(∞)
2
1970) predicts that τdrop behaves as a / qsat T 1/2 (neglecting variations of the fractionation coefficient with temperature). Decreasing temperature and saturation specific humidity at greater altitudes within the cloud slow down isotopic exchanges between droplets and vapour, as illustrated
in Fig. B12 . It must be added that supercooled droplets are
likely to evaporate in a liquid-subsaturated environment (i.e.
Sl < 1), so that in subsaturated environments, diffusion of
vapour out of the droplets (term 2 of Eq. B5) further lengthens isotopic relaxation times.
To provide some perspective on the question of droplet adjustment, note that the isotopic equilibration of droplets with
the surrounding vapour depends on temperature and size, but
also on the updraft speed. For instance, a supercooled droplet
of radius 30 µm has an isotopic relaxation time between 14 s
and 20 s at −30 ◦ C, depending on whether vapour is at saturation over liquid water or ice. If carried upward in a fast
updraft, the droplet can accumulate a significant isotopic imbalance with surrounding vapour. To understand how the validity of isotopic relaxation assumptions depends on updraft
vertical speed wup , consider that wup τdrop is the relevant vertical scale of isotopic adjustment. For instance, in order to
relax over a maximum vertical scale of 10 m in a stream of
10 m s−1 , a droplet must satisfy τdrop < 1 s. As cloud temperature drops, this requirement is only satisfied by droplets
2 Note that Jouzel et al. (1975) compute τ
drop at surface pressure,
which yields values overestimated by up to 300 %.
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Following Ciais and Jouzel (1994), this pseudo-equilibrium
condition can be written as an effective kinetic fractiona(eq)
tion factor between cloud water and vapour, defining αkl =
(eq)
(∞)
Rl /Rv . By introducing the effective saturation over liqh

i−1
(eff)
uid water Sl
= 1 − Al 1 − Sl−1
, as in Jouzel and
Merlivat (1984)3 , Eq. (B6) can be rearranged to give
(eq)

αkl =

αl

,
(eff)
1 + (βl − 1) 1 − (Sl )−1

(B7)

v fv
with βl = αl K
Kv0 fv0 .
The kinetic theory for ice is similar to that for cloud water
with one critical difference: ice does not homogenise isotopically. The rate of accretion of heavy isotopologues is again
given by
!

(s)
Ri
dm0
(∞)
0 0
− Rv
= −4π CDv fv Si
dt
αi
(s) 
R
i (∞)
+ Ai (1 − Si ) i ρsat , (B8)
αi

which is identical to Eq. (B2) other than the use of indices i to denote ice rather than l. However, because the
diffusivity within ice crystal lattice is slow – Kuhn and
Thürkauf (1958) have measured a diffusivity of HDO in ice
of only 10−14 m2 s−1 – isotopic equilibrium between vapour
and a whole ice crystal will not occur over any reasonable
timescale during the life cycle of a cloud. The mean isotopic
(c)
ratio within an ice crystal, Ri = m0 /m, then depends on the
growth history of the crystal. Unlike in the liquid case, isotopic pseudo-equilibrium holds only between vapour and the
most external layer of the crystal, and there is no transient to
that state.
The condition of equilibrium at the ice surface yields
(s)

Ri =

dm0 /dt
.
dm/dt

(B9)

3 It appears that the definition of A in this work is reversed from
l
its initial expression in Jouzel et al. (1975).
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The instantaneous kinetic fractionation factor between ice
(s)
(∞)
surface and vapour within the air parcel αki = Ri /Rv can
then be readily derived upon replacing Eq. (B9) in Eq. (B8),
using Eq. (A5) and re-arranging thusly:
αki =

αi
,

(eff)
1 + (βi − 1) 1 − (Si )−1

(B10)

h

i−1
(eff)
where Si
= 1 − Ai 1 − Si−1
is the effective saturation over ice taken at the temperature of the air parcel
Kv fv
and βi = αi K
0
0 . Equation (B10) corresponds to Eq. (14) of
v fv
Jouzel and Merlivat (1984). Note that the expression of αki
(eq)
is formally equivalent to that of αkl although there is no
global equilibrium in this case.
Since fv /fv0 and fv /fh do not deviate from 1 by more, respectively, than 0.5 % and 2 % over all circumstances (see
Supplement Sect. 1), we systematically set these ratios to 1
in our computations of kinetic fractionation factors.
Appendix C
Water vapour supersaturation and phase relaxation time
The supersaturation of water vapour in convective clouds depends on the speed of updraft wup and on the microphysical characteristics of droplets and ice particles. We summarise below the theory of supersaturation in clouds (restricted to unmixed evolutions) developed by Korolev and
Mazin (2003).
From the conservation of total water and energy and the
growth rates of droplets and ice crystals, the saturation of wal within an air parcel
ter vapour over liquid water Sl = ρv /ρsat
evolves according to Eq. (9) of Korolev and Mazin (2003):
1 dSl
= c0 wup − c2 Bi∗ Ni ai
Sl dt
− (c1 Bl Nl a + c2 Bi Ni ai ) (Sl − 1) , (C1)
where Nl and Ni are the number concentration of
droplets and ice particles, a and ai are the average radii of the droplets
and ice
R
R particles distributions
(i.e.
a
=
N
(a)a
da/
Nl (a) da
and
l
R
R
ai = Ni (ai )ai dai / Ni (ai ) dai ). The remaining coefficients are defined as c0 = g Ll Rd∗ /(cp Rv∗ T ) − 1 /(Rd∗ T ),
c1 = 1/rv +L2l /(cp Rv∗ T 2 ), c2 = 1/rv +Ll Li /(cp Rv∗ T 2 ), Bl =
l ρ −1 , B = 4πK A ρ i ρ −1 (C/a )(el /ei ) and
4πKv Al ρsat
v i sat
i
i
sat sat
i ρ −1 (C/a )(el /ei − 1). Eq. (C1) is
Bi∗ = 4π Kv Ai ρsat
i
sat sat
derived under the quasi-hydrostatic approximation and
therefore is questionable for very large updraft velocity.
Equation (C1) is the basis for predicting the evolution
of vapour saturation in convective clouds. In order to integrate it, one must know the dependence of the quantities Nl a
and Ni ai upon diffusional growth and new nuclei activation,
which is not feasible in our model.
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/7903/2013/
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Equation (C1) still offers several insights upon inspection.
Assuming that changes in the quantities Nl a and Ni ai can be
neglected (this rules out new nuclei activation and demands
that integration of Eq. (C1) be performed over a time period
no longer than the time of phase adjustment, to be defined
below), Eq. (C1) describes adjustment of Sl to a quasi-steady
saturation Sqsl over a characteristic time referred to as the
time of phase relaxation τpl by Korolev and Mazin (2003).
We first consider phase relaxation over pure liquid water and over pure ice separately. In the former case, setting
Ni = 0 in Eq. (C1) gives the expression for the quasi-steady
saturation over liquid water Sqsl and the time of phase relaxation over liquid water τpl (Eqs. (16) and (17) of Korolev and
Mazin, 2003):
Sqsl = 1 +

c0 wup
c1 Bl Nl a

τpl =

;

1
.
c0 wup + c1 Bl Nl a

(C2)

Similarly, setting Nl = 0 and using the fact that Si =
l /ei )S , Eq. (C1) may be rewritten to yield the quasi(esat
sat l
steady value of saturation over ice Sqsi and the time of phase
relaxation over ice τpi (Eqs. (20) and (21) of Korolev and
Mazin, 2003):
Sqsi = 1 +

c0 wup
c3 Bi0 Ni ai

;

τpi =

1
, (C3)
c0 wup + c3 Bi0 Ni ai

where the new coefficients are defined as c3 = 1/rv +
i ρ −1 (C/a ).
L2i /(cp Rv∗ T 2 ) and Bi0 = 4π Kv Ai ρsat
i
One sees that the departure from saturation of vapour
over pure liquid water or ice tends to be proportional to the
speed of updraft wup and inversely proportional to Nl a or
Ni ai . Profiles of Sqsl − 1, Sqsi − 1, τpl and τpi are displayed
in Fig. B1, for an updraft velocity of 10 m s−1 and typical
values of Nl a or Ni ai found in liquid water and ice clouds.
Because number concentrations of droplets are much higher
than those of ice crystals, departures from liquid saturation
do not exceed a few percentage points (a fact already noticed
by Warner, 1968) and the time of phase relaxation is sufficiently fast to support the use of saturation adjustment over
liquid in most models. Figure B1 shows that Sqsl − 1 and τpl
reach up to 1.5 % and 3 s for Nl a = 103 µm cm−3 , dropping
to 0.3 % and 0.3 s for Nl a = 104 µm cm−3 . On the contrary,
large departures from ice saturation and long phase adjustment times are expected for vapour over pure ice. Sqsi − 1
and τpi are respectively in the range 12–14 % and 13–19 s for
Ni ai = 102 µm cm−3 , reaching 1200–1400 % and 95–155 s
for Ni ai = 1 µm cm−3 . However, for T > −40◦ C, supersaturation over ice is unlikely to get above the value set by equilibrium saturation over liquid water since activation of cloud
condensation nuclei will happen in large numbers past that
limit.
In the mixed-phase zone, when liquid water and ice coexist, Sqsl and τpl read as (Eqs. (12) and (13) of Korolev and
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 7903–7935, 2013
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Values of thermodynamic specific capacities and gas constants:

Mazin, 2003):
c0 wup − c2 Bi∗ Ni ai
;
c1 Bl Nl a + c2 Bi Ni ai
1

.
τpl =
c0 wup + c1 Bl Nl a + c2 Bi + c2 Bi∗ Ni ai

Rv∗ = 461 J kg−1 K−1 ,

Sqsl = 1 +

(C4)

The disequilibrium between liquid water and ice would alone
tend to adjust vapour saturation to an intermediate value between saturation over ice and saturation over liquid, only
a few percentage points below liquid saturation as long as
Ni ai  Nl a. At the same time, uplift acts to increase vapour
saturation and drives Sqsl above 1 when vertical velocity ex∗ = c B ∗ N a /c , as shown by Korolev and Mazin
ceeds wup
2 i i i 0
(2003). Under such conditions of strong updraft, water uptake occurs mostly on droplets until glaciation is sufficiently
advanced that ice crystals exert control on saturation (i.e.
Ni ai is large enough, cf. Fig. (8) of Korolev and Mazin, 2003)
and promote droplet evaporation, or until the limit of homogeneous freezing is reached.
In summary, the following picture of vapour saturation and
diffusional growth processes in convective clouds emerges
from Korolev and Mazin (2003):
– above 0 ◦ C, vapour saturation instantaneously adjusts to
within up to a few percentage points of the equilibrium
value over liquid water.
– between 0 ◦ C and −40◦ C, as long as glaciation is not
advanced, and provided conditions of strong updraft
∗ ), droplets take up all the available vapour
(wup > wup
and still limit supersaturation over liquid water to up to
few percentage points.
– as glaciation proceeds, vapour saturation is increasingly controlled by ice crystals. Quasi-steady values of
vapour saturation then range from saturation over ice
to saturation over liquid (and possibly more when T <
−40 ◦ C), depending on updraft velocity and on Ni ai ,
with corresponding values of phase relaxation times
ranging from tens of seconds to several minutes. Vapour
saturation in that part of the cloud is expected to vary
with the phase in the cloud life cycle.

Appendix D
Thermodynamic and isotopic quantities

Rd∗ = 287 J kg−1 K−1 ,
cpv = 1885 J kg−1 K−1 ,
cl = 4186 J kg−1 K−1 ,
ci = 2106 J kg−1 K−1 ,
with  = Rd∗ /Rv∗ = 0.622.
Latent heats:
Ll(0) = 2.501 × 106 J kg−1 ,
Ll = Ll(0) − (cl − cpv )(T − 273.15),
Li(0) = 2.836 × 106 J kg−1 ,
Li = Li(0) − (ci − cpv )(T − 273.15).
Saturation vapour pressure over liquid, after Murphy and
Koop (2005) (unit Pa):

6763.22
l
esat = exp 54.842763 −
− 4.210 ln(T )
T
+ 0.000367 T + tanh (0.0415(T − 218.8))


1331.22
− 944523 ln(T ) + 0.014025 T
.
× 53.878 −
T
(D1)
This expression is given as accurate within 0.05 % between
123 K and 332 K.
Saturation vapour pressure over ice, after Murphy and
Koop (2005) (unit Pa):

5723.265
i
esat
= exp 9.550426 −
T

+ 3.53068 ln(T ) − 0.00728332 T . (D2)
Ice density is fixed at ρice = 0.9 × 103 kg m−3 , which corresponds to pure water composition without any included air.
Note that the expression of θil given in Eq. (7) is
strictly valid only for fixed thermodynamic capacities while
Eqs. (D1) and (D2) take into account the variation of the
thermodynamic capacities with temperature. This small inconsistency has no practical effect for temperature computation, but allows more accurate expression of vapour sub/supersaturation in kinetic fractionation factors.
D2

D1

Reference isotopic ratio

Thermodynamic expressions

We summarise here the standard thermodynamic expressions
and constants used in this study.
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 7903–7935, 2013

The reference isotopic ratio of deuterium for VSMOW is
provided in the literature (Hagemann et al., 1970) as a ratio of abundances of deuterium to hydrogen [D]/[H] and
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takes the value 1.5576 ± 0.0005 × 10−4 . In this study, we
consider the ratio of mass of HDO to H2 O, which involves a multiplication by a factor two and by the ratio
of molecular mass of HDO to H2 O, i.e. 19/18. Hence, we
have R0 [HDO/H2 O] = 3.2891 × 10−4 . In the same way, the
VSMOW reference isotopic ratio of oxygen-18, as found in
the literature, is transformed to R0 [H2 18 O/H2 O] = 22.28 ×
10−4 in our study.
D3

Equilibrium fractionation factors

The equilibrium fractionation factors depend only on temperature and have been measured in the laboratory for
HDO/H2 O by Merlivat and Nief (1967) who provide the following semi-empirical expressions, based on measurements
made between −11 ◦ C and 5.5 ◦ C for liquid–vapour phase
transition and between −33 ◦ C and −6 ◦ C for ice–vapour
phase transition:


15 013
−0.1 ,
(D3)
αl (HDO/H2 O)= exp
T2


16 289
−0.0945 .
(D4)
αi (HDO/H2 O)= exp
T2
The corresponding expressions for H2 18 O/H2 O have been
obtained by Majoube (1971) and Majoube (1970), yielding



1137 0.4156
−
−
0.0020667
,
T
T2


11.839
αi (H2 18 O/H2 O) = exp
− 0.028224 .
T

αl (H2 18 O/H2 O) = exp

(D5)
(D6)
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The rigid elastic sphere approximation from gas kinetic theory predicts that these ratios are independent of temperature
and pressure (Merlivat, 1978).
The molecular diffusivity of light vapour in air has been
(1976), yielding Kv =
measured by Hall and
 Pruppacher
1.94 2 −1
1013.25
T
−4
0.211 × 10
m s where p is in hPa
p
273.15
and T in K.
The diffusivity of water molecules within the crystal lattice of hexagonal ice is about 10−14 m2 s−1 (Kuhn and
Thürkauf, 1958), and self-diffusivity of liquid water is about
10−9 m2 s−1 (Wang, 1951a).
Supplementary material related to this article is
available online at: http://www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/
7903/2013/acp-13-7903-2013-supplement.pdf.
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D4

Thermal conductivity

The thermal conductivity of moist air is calculated according to Eqs. (13–16), (13–17) and (13–18) of Pruppacher and
Klett (1978) using Mason and Saxena (1958) theory.
For dry air and water vapour, thermal conductivities are,
respectively,
ka = 4.3783 × 10−3 + 7.1128 × 10−5 T J m−1 s−1 K−1 ,
kv = −7.0417 × 10−3 + 8.368 × 10−5 T J m−1 s−1 K−1 .
The
thermal conductivity
of moist air is then kh =


v
ka 1 − (γ1 − γ2 kkav ) rvr+
with γ1 = 1.17 and γ2 = 1.02.
D5

Molecular diffusivity

The ratio of heavy to light vapour molecular diffusivity in
air has been measured by Merlivat (1978) for HDO/H2 O and
H2 18 O/H2 O. These measurements have been done at 21 ◦ C
and atmospheric pressure in a nitrogen atmosphere, and extended to air using the kinetic theory of gas. The ratios are
Kv (H2 O)/Kv0 (HDO) = 1.0251,
Kv (H2 O)/Kv0 (H2 18 O) = 1.0289.
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